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Abstract

With the rise of the Internet of Things (IoT), billions of smart embedded devices will interact frequently. These interactions will produce billions of transactions. With IoT, users can utilize their phones, home appliances, wearables, or any other wireless embedded device to conduct transactions. For example, a smart car and a parking lot can utilize their sensors to negotiate the fees of a parking spot. The success of IoT applications highly depends on the ability of wireless embedded devices to cope with a large number of transactions. However, these devices face significant constraints in terms of memory, computation, and energy capacity.

With our work, we target the challenges of accurately recording IoT transactions from resource-constrained devices. We identify three domain-problems: a) malicious software modification, b) non-repudiation of IoT transactions, and c) inability of IoT transactions to include sensors readings and actuators. The motivation comes from two key factors. First, with Internet connectivity, IoT devices are exposed to cyber-attacks. Internet connectivity makes it possible for malicious users to find ways to connect and modify the software of a device. Second, we need to store transactions from IoT devices that are owned or operated by different stakeholders.

The thesis includes three papers. In the first paper, we perform an empirical evaluation of Secure Boot on embedded devices. In the second paper, we propose IoTLogBlock, an architecture to record off-line transactions of IoT devices. In the third paper, we propose TinyEVM, an architecture to execute off-chain smart contracts on IoT devices with an ability to include sensor readings and actuators as part of IoT transactions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, we have experienced the rapid development of major disruptive technologies that have increased information processing and automation. One of the most prominent technologies is the Internet of Things (IoT). With the proliferation of IoT, billions of smart devices get connected and frequently interact with each other and the cloud.

This connectivity will transform major parts of our society, driven by the vast amount of data generated by connected devices. For example, a smart city may provide smart parking applications by utilizing wireless sensors on parking lots. In this example, a parking lot can interact with a vehicle to negotiate the terms of parking fees. This scenario is part of a broad spectrum of applications where smart sensors and actuators participate in billions of interactions.

In order to make these application scenarios successful, we need to investigate two key factors. First, it is inevitable for IoT devices to be exposed to security threats through Internet connections. For example, a malicious user can find ways to connect to a device and modify its software. Software modifications are especially critical in the context of IoT, as devices often control physical objects such as the cooling system of a refrigerator, or the engine of a car. Ensuring the integrity of the software is an essential property to enhance trust in IoT devices. Second, we need to store billions of interactions produced by devices that are owned or operated by different stakeholders. These interactions may be part of several agreements and transactions. With different stakeholders in action, each device needs to ensure a non-repudiation property of their transactions. It is essential for the success of IoT applications that none of the stakeholders can deny any transaction.

The remaining parts of the introduction are structured as follows. In Section 1.1, we present the challenges related to IoT architecture. In Section 1.2, we provide the necessary background on blockchains, smart contracts, and security properties in the context of IoT. In Section 1.3, we provide the domain-problems that motivated our work. In Section 1.4, we formulate the research questions that we investigate in this thesis. In Section 1.5, we present the scope of the thesis, and we formulate the research boundaries. In Section 1.6, we present the contributions of the appended papers. Finally, in Section 1.7, we conclude the introduction and present our future work.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: The parking application scenario. 1) The car and the parking-lot communicate via a short-range IoT protocol. 2) They reach an agreement for the parking fee. 3) Later, at any time, they can submit the final state to the cloud.

1.1 Motivation and Challenges

One useful feature of IoT systems is that cloud services may use Internet connections to have access to sensor readings and actuators in remote locations. Processing of sensor data can reveal valuable information, and often initiate control signals to actuators. In IoT systems, it is typical to use low-cost embedded devices with low-power consumption, able to operate autonomously for years. These devices experience significant constraints in terms of memory, energy, and computation capabilities. Moreover, embedded devices often have tight latency requirements with real-time properties.

As motivation, we present an example in Figure 1.1. In this example, two IoT devices interact with each other to negotiate parking fees. It is vital for IoT devices to interact with a local context (e.g., sensor data) and, at a later time, forward their interactions to the cloud where storage resources are abundant. In this scenario, IoT devices are making their interactions into two phases. In the first phase, IoT devices need to agree on the local conditions gathered from sensor data to evaluate the value of an agreement. In the second phase, IoT devices forward their interactions to the cloud, where the IoT application ensures the agreement conditions have been fulfilled. However, IoT devices do not trust each other, as they are commonly owned or operated by different stakeholders. The different interests of the stakeholders increase the risk of an inaccurate recording of IoT interactions. As these interactions may be part of several IoT agreements and transactions, it is essential to record them accurately.

The above scenario reveals a limitation of IoT devices to cope with a large number of IoT transactions. There are three key proposals to address device constraints. First, starting with the memory limitation, a way to address this challenge is to allow IoT devices to forward their transactions to the cloud, where
1.2 Background

This section provides an overview of the topics relevant to the thesis. First, we discuss the properties of distributed ledger technology (the so-called blockchain) relevant to the IoT applications and inherent challenges. Second, we introduce the concept of smart contracts and how they enforce various financial agreements. Finally, we review two major security properties in the context of resource-constrained devices.

1.2.1 Blockchain

A blockchain is essentially a type of distributed ledger [1], where multiple nodes keep replicated blocks of transactions as an append-only data structure. The data structure is a linked list that chains together the next block by using the cryptographic hash value of the previous block. The structure of a
blockchain is visualized in Figure 1.2. With this structure, it is trivial for each node in the network to verify the validity of every new appended block. Any change to an older block inherently invalidates all chained blocks. As blocks are replicated over multiple nodes in the network, the nodes need to reach a consensus regarding the order of the blocks. Several algorithms have been proposed to reach a consensus in a blockchain, such as Proof of Work (PoW) [2], Proof of Stake (PoS) [3], and Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) [4].

For example, Bitcoin [2] uses a PoW algorithm. In this algorithm, every node can participate in the consensus algorithm. A node in the network may propose the next block by solving a probabilistic mathematical problem. When a node solves the mathematical problem, it creates and broadcasts a new block to the network for validation.

The increasing deployment of large-scale blockchains reveals several scalability issues, for example, low transaction throughput [5–7]. The append-only data structure creates an ever-growing blockchain which reaches large sizes in a short period of time [8]. The number of transactions that the network can handle is relatively small compared to traditional transaction systems. Currently, the throughput is an order of tenth per second [5], compared to an order of thousands when using traditional financial systems, such as credit cards. The research community has proposed several ways to scale the blockchains, such as sharding [9,10], consensus algorithm variations [1], trusted execution [11], side-chains [12], payment channels [13,14], and payment networks [15,16].

In the context of IoT, we can identify three resource-intensive requirements that make blockchains challenging to adopt in resource-constrained devices. First, the consensus algorithms require extensive processing power from participating nodes. Second, participating nodes require sufficient network bandwidth to broadcast each block. Third, the ever-growing blockchain requires sufficient memory to store the complete data structure.

1.2.2 Smart Contract

A smart contract is an executable program replicated in a blockchain. The primary use for a smart contract is the digital representation of financial agreements between untrusted parties. The parties assign a public key to a smart contract that anyone can use and send transactions to it through a blockchain network. Smart contracts have variables to store their states in a blockchain, and the execution of it may update the state of a blockchain. Each node participating in the consensus process of a blockchain executes and validates every smart contract. It is typical to use a Virtual Machine (VM) and write a smart contract in a high-level programming language [17].

The current design of VMs for smart contracts assumes a sequential execution with no support for parallel or concurrent execution. Moreover, smart contracts do not have access to data outside of a blockchain network, limiting their ability to handle events of the real world. With the current design, in order to include sensor data inside a smart contract, we need to use a third party, the so-called Oracles [18]. We argue that Oracles, acting as third parties, oppose the fundamental principle of blockchain to replace central authorities.

In the context of IoT, we can identify two main obstacles to adopt smart contracts on IoT devices. First, smart contracts are written in high-level
languages which are commonly too memory-intensive for resource-constrained devices. Second, the virtual machines of current blockchains do not provide any opcode to handle sensor data or send signal to actuators.

### 1.2.3 Security Properties

The security of payment protocols is crucial for the success of many applications, especially in IoT. In this thesis, we focus on two security properties of IoT devices. First, we focus on the **integrity** [19] of the software running on the embedded device. Second, we focus on the **non-repudiation** [19] property of transactions between two or multiple untrusted parties, commonly found in our application scenarios.

It is common for manufacturers of embedded devices to divide the boot process into several steps due to memory constraints. Commonly, they divide the boot process of embedded devices into three steps. First, the boot-ROM is the initial software running when a device starts. Second, the boot-loader is the software responsible for transferring control to the operating system. Third, the operating system is the final software that starts the application(s) of the device. We investigate **Secure Boot** [20], as a way to ensure the integrity of software of all the above steps.

One way to achieve **non-repudiation** is to exchange cryptographic signatures of a pre-agreed message such that either both parties or none obtain a signed message. We use the term **fair exchange** to refer to the property of signature exchange protocols where either both or none of the participants obtain the cryptographic signature. A **contract signing protocol** allows two or multiple parties to exchange signatures in a fair-way. We group the contract signing protocols in three categories: protocols with an online Trusted Third Party (TTP) [21], protocols without TTP (e.g., time commitments [22]), and protocols with an off-line TTP (e.g., optimistic [23]).

### 1.3 Domain Problems

In this section, we introduce three domain-problems that motivate our work: a) malicious software modification, b) non-repudiation of IoT transactions, and c) inability of IoT transactions to include sensors readings and actuators.

**1.3.1 Malicious Software Modification**

In the first problem-domain, we encounter malicious modifications of the software running on IoT devices. The possibility of these modifications decrease the trust in the data produced by the sensors and actuators commonly found in an IoT application.

**Motivation.** As the Internet of Things (IoT) brings connectivity to everyday objects, embedded devices get exposed to numerous cyber-attacks [24]. Device manufacturers commonly design their systems to work in isolation with little exposure to Internet connections. With Internet connectivity, internal structures, such as the firmware of the device, are now exposed to cyber-attacks such as malicious software modifications. These modifications can remain
unnoticed for an extended period of time, which raises questions regarding the
trust in the data originating from the device.

For example, a possible malicious user can find ways to remotely connect
into an IoT device and replace the existing firmware with one containing
malicious code. The malicious code will be the first function to be executed
every time the device boots-up, prior to any security protection mechanism.
Therefore, any malicious activity of the device can remain hidden.

A common approach to detect software modifications is to ensure the
integrity of the software during the boot process, the so-called Secure Boot. It
is common to find Secure Boot inside a desktop computer [25]. However, in
the domain of embedded systems, it is quite rare.

**Challenges.** The process of Secure Boot in any device requires the ex-
tension of the system with additional software or hardware. The resource-
constrained devices need to overcome two significant overheads to adopt these
additional components. First, it requires an extension of the boot-up software
or hardware. This additional software or hardware increases the complexity of
the boot-up process, and it depletes the limited resources of the embedded de-
vice. Second, it introduces extra sequential steps in the boot-up process, which
delays the start-up time and may affect the usefulness of the user-application.

When it comes to embedded devices, we can find a broad range of devices.
This variety makes it hard to adopt any Secure Boot process uniformly. More-
over, IoT applications have different delay and response requirements. One
main challenge is to recognize and adopt the overheads introduced by Secure
Boot.

**Related work.** There is a large body of research in the field of Secure
Boot. Khalid et al. [26] discuss the difference between Secure and Trusted Boot,
and they further evaluate the performance overhead on FPGA boards. Lebedev
et al. [27] give examples of a remotely attested system using FPGA boards.

From the practitioner’s side, Google’s Chromium OS uses Verified Boot
to build a chain of trust [28]. Asokan et al. [29] focus on solutions regarding
firmware updates on large-scale IoT deployments. For resource-constrained
devices, Boot-IoT [30] proposes an authentication scheme for secure bootstrap-
ping. We can see the need for Secure Boot on different device sizes ranging
from consumer-level printers to industrial robots [31,32].

**Open problems** Even though researchers propose several methods to
ensure the integrity of device firmware, most of them have not been evaluated
on resource-constrained devices. Moreover, there are millions of connected
devices without any measure to verify the software they run. In most cases,
there is no way to update or change the software after the deployment of IoT
device.

### 1.3.2 Non-Repudiation of IoT Transactions

In the second domain-problem, we focus on the challenges involved in ensuring
non-repudiation of IoT transactions. In our case, the non-repudiation property
would be violated if a completed IoT transaction is wrongly recorded or not
stored at all, or if a misbehaving node is not immediately reported.

**Motivation.** In a typical IoT application, small devices need to interact
frequently, producing billions of transactions that their stakeholders want to
1.3. DOMAIN PROBLEMS

store. In this case, the interacting IoT devices commonly do not trust each other, as they are, for example, owned or operated by different stakeholders. Moreover, the distributed nature of IoT applications makes it challenging to record such interactions coming from distrusting nodes.

Blockchain technology, as described in Section 1.2, stores blocks of transactions in the form of an immutable linked list. Moreover, blockchain promotes a verifiable property of transactions in a network of untrusted parties. This property makes the blockchain an ideal candidate for storing the billions of transactions produced by IoT devices.

As motivation, we present an application in Figure 1.1, where one device provides a service to another for an exchange of money. The small embedded devices are limited in terms of the connectivity that they can establish. Thus, it becomes infeasible to verify each transaction by contacting an online verification service every time. It is more reasonable for the devices to interact off-line using the online services only in case of a dispute. The devices can ensure a non-repudiation property of their transactions by applying a contract signing protocol to sign their transaction in a fair-way [33]. In this thesis, we are motivated by the advances in the cryptographic capabilities of embedded systems [34], and we identify new opportunities for applying cryptographic protocols to sign IoT transactions.

**Challenges.** In order to operate a blockchain network with IoT nodes, we face three key challenges. First, blockchain nodes require sufficient network bandwidth to broadcast a large number of messages. Blockchains require network bandwidths that is beyond the capacity of resource-constrained devices. Even in the case of a broadband connection (e.g., 5G), its energy requirements will deplete the battery of the device too quickly. Second, it is inevitable for devices to off-load their transactions to the cloud as their storage capacity is insufficient to store the complete blockchain. Third, nodes participating in a blockchain network need to use heavy-cryptographic operations to verify each block.

The resource limitations of IoT devices lead to three relaxations. First, nodes need to operate, assuming intermittent network access. They need to utilize edge connections to reach cloud-based blockchains. Second, nodes need to act optimistically and create off-line transactions. In case of a conflict, they should contact cloud services to resolve it. Third, nodes need to use lightweight protocols to address device limitations in terms of memory, computation, and energy consumption.

**Related work.** Recent studies on the affordability of cryptographic operations on embedded devices [35] [36] inspire the idea of utilizing a blockchain in the context of IoT. However, current architectures focus on power-full devices, and they overlook the limitations of the resource-constrained devices [37]. Several architectures [38] [39] identify the ability of blockchains to provide data provenance. While other studies, such as AGasP [40] and Edgechain [41], identify different applications of blockchains within IoT.

**Open problems.** Even though state-of-the-art has increased the adoption of IoT devices within blockchains, there are still significant limitations. We identify three key limitations of the existing approaches. First, they are not able to ensure non-repudiation of IoT transactions. Non-repudiation is essential, as stakeholders often have a conflict of interest, and we need to ensure they
cannot deny any transaction. Second, current architectures require significant communication and fixed connection points, which overlooks the limitation of resource-constrained devices. For example, in prominent designs [41] [42], nodes participating in the networks need to actively communicate and broadcast their transaction, demanding considerable energy capacity. Third, data tampering and device impersonation attacks [43] raise concerns about the secure collection of sensor data.

1.3.3 Sensor Readings and Actuators as part of IoT Transactions

In the third domain-problem, we encounter the inability of IoT transactions to include sensors readings and actuators.

Motivation. We can imagine a smart car and a parking lot negotiating hourly parking fees by utilizing sensor data (see Figure 1.1). After the smart car and parking lot reach an agreement, they can publish it on the blockchain. The involved parties can utilize payment channels (see Section 1.2) to perform off-line transactions, and at a later time, enforce the payments by publishing a final state in the blockchain.

The parking application reveals two main challenges. First, the current technology of blockchains and smart contracts assumes powerful nodes. For example, Ethereum [17] uses a virtual machine to execute smart contracts, and nodes need to connect to the blockchain both to upload their frequent transactions and to query updates. Second, smart contracts do not have access to sensor readings and actuators. Thus, an application using a smart contract is unable to utilize the local context (sensor data) of the environment (e.g., parking slot).

We recognize the following two properties for the above application. First, the application needs to utilize sensor readings and actuators inside a smart contract. This ability will allow the application to make decisions based on local conditions. Second, the application expects the exchange of transactions to happen quickly. In our application, we expect a car and a parking lot to finish a transaction in the order of seconds.

Related work. The increasingly large-scale deployments of blockchains reveal the limited scalability of its payment system [6, 7]. The scalability of blockchains is an active field with several proposals, such as sharding [9, 10], consensus algorithm variations [1], and trusted execution [11]. In this thesis, we look into three prominent proposals for scaling the payment system of blockchains. First, research studies propose the extension of the blockchain system with payment channels [13,14]. With a payment channel, two or more parties can swiftly exchange off-line payments, and at a later time, update the blockchain with the final state. Second, other research studies extend the idea of payment channels with payment networks [15,44,45]. With a payment network, nodes can reuse existing payment channels to route payments without the need to reopen and close new channels. Third, the proposal of side-chains [12,46] attempts to solve the scalability issues in a different way. The idea of side-chains is to create and maintain one or multiple separate off-line chains connected to the main blockchain. A published smart contract on the main blockchain acts as a root of a side-chain. Finally, an exit function allows off-chain nodes to
1.4 Research Questions

Based on our discussion and the challenges presented in Section 1.3, we introduce three main research questions that motivate this thesis:

- **RQ1**: How can we ensure the software integrity of IoT devices?

- **RQ2**: How can we provide non-repudiation for IoT transactions?

- **RQ3**: How can sensor readings and actuators become part of IoT transactions?

RQ1 becomes particularly important when considering the untrusted nature of the IoT environment. Any malicious user can try to modify the device software through Internet connections. There are several approaches to ensure the integrity of the software when it comes to desktop computers. However, resource-constrained devices face different performance and run-time overheads compared to desktop computers.

RQ2 and RQ3 become important when considering billions of IoT transactions coming from small embedded devices. The ability to store billions of transactions is quite challenging when applied to resource-constrained devices. We need to ensure that none of the stakeholders can deny any transaction between IoT devices. On the other hand, IoT applications need to include sensor readings and actuators as part of IoT transactions.
1.5 Scope and Delimitation

This thesis is a systems research study that covers aspects of data verification, recording, and processing in the context of the Internet of Things (IoT). The thesis uses empirical experimentation on a system level to investigate properties relevant to the deployment of IoT devices. Our motivation stems from recent advances in cryptographic operations on IoT devices and the potential use of distributed ledgers to store IoT transactions. This thesis addresses challenges related to the integration of resource-intensive technologies on resource-constrained devices.

The integrity of the software running on the devices is an important security property when it comes to the massive adoption of IoT devices. These connected devices are vulnerable to cyber-attacks and penetration from malicious users. Any intruder can modify the executable files of the device through Internet connections and compromise essential functions of the system. The prevention of malicious software modification is critically important in the context of the IoT, as it is common for these devices to include sensors and actuators in safety-critical environments, e.g., the fire-alarm of a building.

Recording of interactions between IoT devices, as in any other distributed system, is an essential property of the system. Multiple parties are involved in the process, and they do not trust each other as they may face a conflict of interest. However, maintaining a distributed ledger of interactions is challenging for resource-constrained devices. Distributed ledgers are resource-intensive technologies, and small embedded devices face constraints in terms of memory, computation, and communication capacity.

Finally, we limit our study within two boundaries. First, our study investigates techniques to ensure the integrity of device software limited to detect malicious firmware modifications. Our thesis does not introduce a general protection mechanism against cyber-attacks. Second, the privacy of IoT transactions is limited to existing techniques suitable for blockchains. Our study does not propose any design alteration on the existing blockchains.

1.6 Thesis Contributions

In this section, we outline the contributions of the appended papers in relation to our research questions. The papers address the domain-problems mentioned in Section 1.3.

1.6.1 Device Firmware Verification (Paper A)

In Paper A, we identify the performance trade-offs of performing Secure Boot on medium-scale embedded systems. This work builds on the observation that modern embedded devices have increased capabilities of performing cryptographic operations. As a result, conventional techniques designed initially for desktop computers are becoming applicable to resource-constrained devices. With that in mind, we target medium-scale embedded devices, and we show how different cryptographic algorithms affect the boot-up time. In this way, we contribute towards RQ 1 and identify trade-offs when it comes to Secure Boot with relation to time performance.
We follow a two-step approach. First, we identify two secure boot techniques that are applicable on medium-scale embedded devices: i) a software-based technique where the verification is part of the boot-loader, and ii) a hardware-based technique where we extend the device with additional hardware to store the verification software in a trusted way. Second, we analyze the trade-off of secure boot techniques concerning time performance. We emphasize time performance as we identify it as a crucial element for several applications. For example, safety-critical embedded devices usually have strict boot-up times as any delay can lead to life-risks. Another example is a home appliance, where users frequently restart their devices, and they expect devices to become quickly available. In that case, the boot-time can determine the usability of a device.

For our experiments, we use widespread platforms such as Beaglebone and Raspberry Pi. We implement and evaluate two secure boot techniques on these platforms. We investigate the trade-offs of a software-based and a hardware-based technique. In the case of the software-based technique, we show a time overhead of 4% relative to the original boot process. In the case of the hardware-based technique, the additional overhead is 36%. This relatively high overhead of the hardware-based technique is reasonable as the extra hardware is used for additional security purposes rather than increasing performance.

1.6.2 Recording IoT Transactions (Paper B)

In Paper B, we introduce **IoTLogBlock**, a novel architecture for recording IoT transactions using a blockchain. With this architecture, we address the challenges of storing records of interactions coming from IoT devices that do not necessarily trust each other. The devices are owned and operated by different entities with a conflict of interest. We investigate the challenges of managing and registering untrusted IoT devices using a blockchain network. Through this work, we contribute towards **RQ 2** by designing and implementing an architecture to record IoT transactions. We show the trade-offs of using a blockchain to record transactions coming from resource-constrained devices.

We motivate our work using a car rental service application. In this application, a company provides rental cars distributed throughout a city. A customer willing to rent a car needs to reach an agreement with the rental company. In this case, the stakeholders are known in advance, but they are facing a conflict of interest, and they do not necessarily trust each other.

**IoTLogBlock** focuses on resource-constrained devices, and it consists of three building blocks: a) a lightweight contract signing protocol, b) a smart contract, and c) a blockchain. The contract signing protocol achieves non-repudiation of off-line transactions by utilizing an on-line entity to report any misbehavior. We design a smart contract to act as the on-line entity to report complete transactions or misbehaving nodes. The blockchain network is used to store the transactions permanently.

We took into consideration three potential threats when designing our architecture. First, an adversary may try to skip reporting transactions. Second, we consider an adversary that may try to remove stored transactions. Third, an adversary can try to include unverified transactions. In our design, we took care of the above threats and motivate our prevention measures.

We evaluate our design on resource-constrained devices like TI CC2538 [47]
and quantify the performance of IoTLogBlock in terms of memory, computation, and energy consumption. TI CC2538 has a 32-bit ARM Cortex M3 CPU at 32 MHz, 32 KB of RAM, 512 KB of ROM, and 802.15 radio transceiver. Our results show that a recourse-constrained device can create and sign a transaction within three seconds on average. Finally, we evaluate the devices using different network scenarios with edge connections ranging from ten seconds to over two hours.

1.6.3 Smart Contracts on Low-Power Devices (Paper C)

In Paper C, we introduce TinyEVM, a novel system to generate and execute off-chain smart contracts. With TinyEVM, smart contracts have access to sensor readings and actuators of IoT devices. TinyEVM allows IoT devices to create and perform off-chain payment channels considering the resource-constraints of IoT devices. Through this work, we contribute towards RQ 2 by showing the trade-offs of executing off-chain payment channels on resource-constrained devices. We are considering a broad spectrum of applications where the myriads of IoT devices are frequently exchanging payments in two steps. First, they use their sensor data and actuators upon their environment to agree on payment conditions. Second, they enforce these payments by publishing a final state.

We motivate this work using a parking service scenario. Through this scenario, we show the challenges of negotiating a parking place between two parties using a smart contract. In order to make this scenario feasible, we need to ensure two properties. First, we need the utilization of the sensor data to determine the value of the parking place. Second, we need to enable the parties to finish their interactions and complete a transaction in a matter of seconds.

TinyEVM focuses on resource-constrained devices like TI CC2538 [47], and it consists of three components: a) publishing the on-chain smart contract, b) creating off-chain channels, and c) committing on the on-chain. We achieve these steps by separating the logic of on- and off-chain transactions by designing two smart contracts. Moreover, we design, implement, and extend with IoT opcodes an Ethereum Virtual Machine to execute smart contracts on resource-constrained devices.

We investigate the trade-offs to execute smart contracts on recourse-constrained IoT devices. We test our system with 7,000 publicly verified smart contracts, where TinyEVM manages to deploy 93% of them. Finally, we evaluate the execution of off-chain smart contracts in terms of run-time performance, energy, and memory requirements. Notably, we find that recourse-constrained devices can deploy a smart contract in 215 ms on average, and they can complete an off-chain payment in 584 ms on average.

1.7 Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis is motivated by the emergence of IoT technologies and their impact on our society. With IoT, billions of devices get connected to the Internet and interact with each other. IoT devices can potentially create billions of transactions and enable new application scenarios. With this work, we target
challenges related to accurately recording IoT transactions from resource-constrained devices. We identify three domain-problems: a) malicious software modification, b) non-repudiation of IoT transactions, and c) inability of IoT transactions to include sensors readings and actuators.

For the first domain-problem, we raise the question: How can we ensure the software integrity of IoT devices? We investigate this question in Paper A. In this paper, we perform an empirical evaluation of Secure Boot on embedded devices. For the second domain-problem, we raise the question: How can we provide non-repudiation for IoT transactions? We investigate this question in Paper B. In this paper, we propose IoTLogBlock, an architecture to recording off-line transactions of IoT devices. For the third domain-problem, we raise the question: How can sensor readings and actuators become part of IoT transactions? We investigate this question with Paper C. In this paper, we propose TinyEVM, an architecture that includes sensor readings and actuators by executing off-chain smart contracts on recourse-constrained devices.

Based on insights from our work in the integration of IoT devices with blockchains, we identify two interesting topics for future work. First, there is the open topic of the privacy of stored transactions in a cloud-based blockchain. Second, the off-chain payment channel can be extended into payment networks and improve the scalability of IoT transactions.
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Chapter 2

Performance of Secure Boot in Embedded Systems

With the proliferation of the Internet of Things (IoT), the need to prioritize the overall system security is more imperative than ever. The IoT will profoundly change the established usage patterns of embedded systems, where devices traditionally operate in relative isolation. Internet connectivity brought by the IoT exposes such previously isolated internal device structures to cyber-attacks through the Internet, which opens new attack vectors and vulnerabilities. For example, a malicious user can modify the firmware or operating system by using a remote connection, aiming to deactivate standard defenses against malware. The criticality of applications, for example, in the Industrial IoT (IIoT) further underlines the need to ensure the integrity of the embedded software.

One common approach to ensure system integrity is to verify the operating system and application software during the boot process. However, safety-critical IoT devices have constrained boot-up times, and home IoT devices should become available quickly after being turned on. Therefore, the boot-time can affect the usability of a device. This paper analyses performance trade-offs of secure boot for medium-scale embedded systems, such as Beaglebone and Raspberry Pi. We evaluate two secure boot techniques, one is only software-based, and the second is supported by a hardware-based cryptographic storage unit. For the software-based method, we show that secure boot merely increases the overall boot time by 4%. Moreover, the additional cryptographic hardware storage increases the boot-up time by 36%.
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2.1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) will bring connectivity to everyday objects and devices, including vehicles [48], autonomous robots [49], and smart home appliances [50] (e.g., smart vacuum cleaners, smart cookers, smart heaters). While Internet connectivity allows numerous new applications and use-cases, it exposes devices to the security threats of the Internet: if we connect a device to the Internet, it will certainly be attacked and potentially penetrated, i.e., intruders can read data or even modify executable system files. Such modifications are especially critical in the context of the IoT, as the devices often control physical objects such as the cooling system of a refrigerator or the engine of a car.

Today, we commonly find a secure boot process in regular computer systems, including personal computers [25], data centers [51] and also portable devices such as smartphones or tablets [52]. Those computers usually include extra hardware (e.g., a Trusted Platform Module) to ensure the integrity of the firmware and the operating system during the boot process. However, in the domain of embedded systems, secure boot is often overlooked. Therefore, common IoT devices rarely secure the boot process and fail to assure software free from manipulation [53]. The absence of secure boot opens the door to attacks on mission-critical IoT systems. For instance, recent work demonstrates attacks that alter the firmware of interconnected industrial robots [32]. A secure boot mechanism would have detected such modifications during the boot-up process.

Securing the boot process in embedded devices leads to two significant overheads. Firstly, a secure boot process adds additional hardware and complexity. Embedded devices need efficient and simple designs since they face several constraints when it comes to energy consumption and memory capacity. Secondly, verifying the integrity of the operating systems or firmware adds a further delay to the boot process. In some applications, longer boot time may not be affordable. For example, micro-controllers used in the automotive industry should be able to boot almost immediately, preferably in the sub-second domain, so that the vehicle can be used directly after ignition [54]. Other examples are smart home devices where users frequently turn them on and off, like vacuum cleaners and electric kettles. For those devices, longer boot-up times lead to less usability for their users.

Embedded devices include a range of different microcontrollers, which we can classify into three groups: small scale (8–16 bit), medium scale (16–32 bit), and sophisticated micro-controllers. This paper focuses on securing the boot process of medium-scale microcontrollers (e.g., Raspberry Pi, Beaglebone) equipped with an embedded operating system.

The paper makes two contributions: (1) We examine two different approaches to secure the boot process of an embedded device. (2) We show the performance and runtime overhead of the secure boot for those two approaches. Our results underline the trade-offs between security and performance: we present the tradeoffs ranging from 58ms to 245ms for a software-based secure boot, which is 5.6–16% of the boot-loader execution time, and 1.4–4% of the entire boot time (4065ms) of an off-the-shelf Linux distribution. For the hardware-based secure boot technique, we observe an overhead of 1900ms,
2.2 Background and Definitions

In this section, we introduce the required background for both the boot process of a medium-scale embedded device and secure boot in particular.

**Boot Process.** Commonly, manufacturers of embedded devices divide the boot-up process [55] into several stages (see Fig. 2.1). The purpose of each stage is to prepare the CPU and transfer code fragments from external to internal memory. Eventually, the boot-loader loads the operating system and starts the execution of the kernel. The boot process begins with the Boot

![Figure 2.1: The boot process of the medium-scale embedded systems consists of multiple stages. The Boot ROM and first stage boot-loader are hard-coded by the manufacturer and are hard to modify. The second stage and the kernel code are modifiable and usually stored in flash memory.](image)

which is 72% of the boot-loader execution time, and 36% of the entire boot time (5352ms) of an off-the-shelf Linux distribution.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First, Section 2.2 introduces basic concepts and definitions of secure boot. Next, Section 2.3 presents our threat model. We present secure boot on off-the-shelf embedded hardware in Section 2.4 and evaluate its performance in Section 2.5. In Section 2.6 we discuss the limitation of secure boot in IoT devices. Section 2.2 presents related work and Section 2.7 concludes the paper.
ROM, provided by the manufacturer, which sets and initializes the peripherals. The Boot ROM prepares the system to execute the primary boot stage. The primary stage configures the system and prepares the memory for loading the secondary stage boot-loader. The secondary stage is the actual bootloader of the operating system.

Commonly, both the Boot ROM and the primary stage are tamper-proof, as both are hard-coded in the device firmware. However, manufacturers allow the modification of the second stage to provide flexibility and support for different bootloaders and operating systems. As a result, a secure boot process has to ensure the integrity of the kernel and application code before executing the secondary stage.

**Security Challenge.** The code in each stage can change the overall status of the system and often the next-stage software. As a result, we cannot trust a self-verified software, as it can be modified to provide a false verification status. Therefore, we need to verify in advance, and before we run each piece of software that we give control over the system.

**Secure Boot.** In a secure boot process, an inherently trusted component triggers the boot process, which is a tamper-proof component referred to as the *Roots of Trust* (RoT) [56]. The Trusted Computing Group (TCG) [56] defines RoT as a set of functions designed to be trusted by the operating system. In embedded systems, RoT can be the Boot ROM (see Fig. 2.1), which verifies the next-stage software and executes only authentic software. Each stage verifies the integrity of the next one leading to a *Chain of Trust*. For the verification, we can use a dedicated monitoring hardware co-processor. TCG has defined an international standard called the Trusted Platform Module (TPM), which defines the properties that those modules need to fulfill.

We note that different standards and vendors use various terminology to describe a secured boot process: Common terms include, for example, Secure boot, Trusted Boot and Verified boot. Different solutions have been defined and implemented in specific environments including personal computers, data centers, routers, and mobile phones [28, 51, 57]. Especially, *Secure Boot* has been among the standard techniques to define a secured process to assure the integrity of each booting steps [20]. In table 2.1 we compare the terminology for the existing techniques.

**Related Work.** Recent works demonstrate the need for securing the boot process of connected devices from consumer level printers to industrial robots [31, 32]. There is a large body of research in the field of securing and verifying the boot process. Khalid et al. [26] discuss the difference between secure and trusted boot and further evaluate the performance overhead using FPGA boards. Liu et al. give a slightly different approach for system verification [58] and Lebedev et al. [27], where they are giving examples of a remotely attested system using FPGA embedded systems. In contrast to our work, they focus on FPGA embedded systems while this paper focus on embedded IoT systems. From the practitioner’s side, Google’s Chromium OS uses verified boot, which builds a chain of trust [28]. For recent work regarding IoT devices, Asokan et al. [29] focus on solutions regarding the firmware update on large-scale IoT deployments. For constraint devices, Boot-IoT [30] propose an authentication scheme towards secure bootstrapping.
2.3 Adversary Model

In this section, we discuss attack vectors on the boot process of IoT systems and introduce our adversary model. A medium-scale embedded device commonly consists of the application itself, an embedded operating system, and the boot firmware. The boot firmware is similar to a BIOS in commodity computers and manages the initial boot process, as discussed in Section 2.2. From a security perspective, a secure boot process has to ensure the integrity of each of these components, i.e., that none of them has been modified maliciously [60]. In the context of connected embedded devices, i.e., IoT devices with Internet connectivity, for example, via 5G/LTE, Bluetooth or WiFi, this leads to two main directions of attack: (1) the traditional attack vector of gaining physical access to the device and (2) adversaries can manipulate the firmware via their Internet connection. Thus, connectivity opens new attack vectors, when compared to traditional embedded devices without connectivity.

To compromise a connected IoT device, an adversary may use security holes in both operating systems and its applications to trigger execution of remote, malicious code. Via this code, an adversary can potentially modify data [61], the OS [62] and also the boot process [31]. The adversary’s goal is to make a permanent malicious modification, which is unobservable to security analysis. Moreover, we argue that for most IoT devices connectivity is essential for their operation, i.e., they cannot provide their services to the users without connectivity. Thus, just disabling Internet connectivity to close this attack vector is not an option for the vast majority of applications. Via physical access, the adversary can directly manipulate and modify the application, OS, and the boot process. The TPM is also exposed by an adversary with physical access, ongoing research by using Physical Unclonable Functions (PUF) [63] is a promising solution. In our threat model and further system design, we focus on the new attack vector that Internet connectivity brings.
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Figure 2.2: From U-Boot configuration to deployment: First, we configure the U-Boot to include the verification module. Next, we link the object files to produce the secure version of U-Boot. Finally, we deploy the executable file on the platform.

2.4 Systems Overview

In this section, we present and discuss two system designs to secure the boot process of an IoT device equipped with an operating system such as embedded Linux: one design is based solely on software mechanisms, and one additionally utilizes hardware primitives. Both designs have specific trade-offs regarding complexity, overhead, and system cost. Both approaches are established [26,28,51] in the field, and we do not claim their novelty. Instead, the contribution of this paper lies (1) in comparatively evaluating the overhead that both add to the boot process and (2) in contrasting this overhead to the security each design provides.

2.4.1 Software-based Secure Boot with U-Boot

For the software-based method, we rely on the U-Boot [64] bootloader to verify the integrity of the operating system. In our system design, we make the following assumptions. Firstly, the pre-boot environment of U-Boot has to be trusted, meaning that the security of the boot stages before U-Boot cannot be modified. Typically, the manufacturer embeds the first stage in the Boot ROM. Secondly, U-Boot has to be placed in read-only memory since there is no prior verification of the booting process. Lastly, this design requires read-only storage of the cryptographic hashes used to verify the integrity of the operating system.

U-Boot divides the security process into three steps: Configure, Compile
Figure 2.3: Secure boot sequence with U-Boot: U-Boot runs as the second stage, which verifies the kernel and the chosen configuration. U-Boot passes the control of the system to the operating system only after successful verification.

and Run-Time, see Figure 2.2. The software-based secure boot process extends the boot process with an additional verification step, see Figure 2.3. As a result, the bootloader only boots the operating system once it has successfully verified the integrity of the operating system. In practice, U-Boot binds the kernel with the hardware information of the board. Thus, U-Boot verifies that the kernel is correct and it will run on the specific hardware configuration.

To verify the integrity of the kernel efficiently, we need to resolve the digital block data of each image to a single value; a conventional method is to use cryptographic hash functions [19]. Cryptographic hash functions map an arbitrarily long data to a small and fixed output, but they need to fulfill specific properties to be considered cryptographically secure [19]. U-Boot supports three cryptographic hash functions, namely MD5, SHA-1 & SHA-256 [19]. The hash functions have the following digest sizes: (1) MD5: 128-bit (2) SHA-1: 160-bit (3) SHA-256: 256-bit. Finally, the hash digest is being signed by the private key, and the bootloader (U-Boot) can verify the authenticity of the hash value by applying its public key. Various public key algorithms could verify the hash digest of the image. Popular public key cryptographic algorithms are RSA [19] and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [19]. U-Boot currently supports only RSA, and the two supported key sizes are 2048-bit and 4096-bit. The key size is the critical factor of public key algorithms; bigger key sizes are
more difficult to break. On the other hand, the larger the key size, the longer the verification takes [19].

2.4.2 Hardware Security for Secure Boot

After introducing the software-only secure boot process, we next introduce secure boot with a hardware security module. This design further increases the security of the boot process at the cost of adding additional hardware and boot latency.

This design is based on the TPM module as proposed by Khalid et al. [26]. The method always starts with the initialization of the TPM, which ensures that the TPM is activated. The TPM provides the following functions defined by the standard [65]: (1) Measurement, TPM calculates the hash of the input data using SHA-1. (2) Extend, TPM takes the current hash-value inside the register, appends the Measurement and produces a new hash value (3) Control Transfer, the TPM passes the system control to the successfully
2.5. EVALUATION

Table 2.2: Hardware specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raspberry Pi 3 Model B</td>
<td>ARM® Cortex A53 - 1.2GHz (quad-core)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 GB LPDDR2 RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beglebone Black C</td>
<td>ARM® Cortex A8 - 1GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>512MB DDR3 RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptocape (by Cryptotronix)</td>
<td>TPM-Module: AT97SC3204T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

verified entity. The process continues by calculating the cryptographic hash value of the boot environment, which includes the system configuration before loading the secondary stage boot loader (see Section 2.2). The process consists of a repetitive Measure-Extend-Execute procedure [26]. This method is a common way to ensure a Chain of Trust [66], which verifies the integrity of the different stages step by step. The TPM transfers the control of the system to each measured image only if it has successfully verified the extended hash-value. In the case of failure, the boot process will halt as shown in Figure 2.4.

For this technique, we make the following assumption: The first entity of the Chain of Trust needs to be trusted, which in this case is the boot ROM and first stage boot-loader. The manufacturer should embed this code in a way so that nobody can modify it, for example, by placing it in read-only memory.

2.5 Evaluation

This section evaluates both system designs in detail and focuses on the overhead of the secure boot process in each system. Practical application scenarios motivate this evaluation, for example, vehicles are expected to be immediately usable after ignition, imposing a low-latency requirement between turning on the ignition and the full boot up of all the micro-controllers of a vehicle. Also, home appliances like smart vacuum cleaners and smart heaters experience frequent turn off and on by their users, where the boot time can affect the usability of the device.

2.5.1 Experimental Setup

We implement our system design on two generic embedded platforms for IoT applications [67] that are readily available, namely a Raspberry Pi and a BeagleBone (see Table 2.2). Finally, we extend the capabilities of the BeagleBone to support hardware cryptographic primitives.

2.5.2 Evaluation Results

Next, we present the results of our evaluation of the overhead of the secure boot process. We begin with the software-based method and continue with the hardware-based technique. The results summarize the performance of our system design.
Figure 2.5: For the evaluation of U-Boot using the BeagleBone & Raspberry Pi, we apply RSA with a key size of 2048 and 4096 bits. The U-Boot time refers to the performance without the verification module. All figures compare the three available hash functions: MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256. Note the graphs have discontinuing scale numbers.

2.5.2.1 Software Mechanism of U-Boot

Figures 2.5a, 2.5b, 2.5c & 2.5d present the overhead of verification using different key sizes and three different hash functions (MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256). The average execution time for U-Boot without any security mechanism is 976ms for the BeagleBone and 903ms for Raspberry-Pi. These numbers form the baseline to compare the overhead of secure boot. The entire boot time of the off-the-shelf Linux-kernel (Debian GNU 7) on BeagleBone is 4s, and for Raspberry Pi (Debian Jessie 4.4) is 7s (see Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.6: Evaluation of entire boot time using the BeagleBone & Raspberry Pi. The RSA key-size is 2048-bits, and we compare with the three available hash functions: MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256. The RSA overhead is very small and barely visible. Note: the graphs have discontinuing scale numbers.

We begin evaluating the overhead that different hash functions in U-Boot bring. In this evaluation, we set the key-size of RSA to 2048-bit and use BeagleBone. With the MD5 hash function, the average overhead is 58ms, representing 5.7% of the U-Boot execution time (see Figure 2.5a), and 1.4% of the entire boot time of the Linux kernel (see Figure 2.6a). With the SHA-1 hash function, the average overhead increases to 117ms, which is 11% and 2.8% of the U-Boot execution (see Figure 2.5a) and the entire boot time of the Linux kernel (see Figure 2.6a), respectively. For SHA-256 hash function, the overhead increases to 164 ms, 15% and 4%, respectively (see Figure 2.5a & 2.6a).

Next, we increase the key-size of RSA to 4096-bits, using the same hash functions and BeagleBone. This key-size increases the overhead by 24ms to 35ms depending on the hash function (see Figure 2.5b). For the same experiment using Raspberry Pi, we observe similar results (see Figures 2.5c & 2.5d).

2.5.2.2 TPM Hardware on BeagleBone

Table 2.3 presents the overhead after introducing the hardware primitive (TPM). The initialization of the TPM takes 993ms. TPM uses SHA-1 as the hash function and the overhead of calculating the measurements (see Section 2.2) is 138ms. For extending the Registers (PCR) TPM takes 791ms. Overall, the whole method takes 1923ms, which adds an overhead of 36%.
### 2.5.3 Discussion

Configuration choices, like the hash function, have different performance impact and trade-offs. For example, MD5 provides better performance, but it is no longer recommended [68]. FIPS 180-4 Secure Hash Standard (SHS) recommends SHA-1 and SHA-256, but Stevens et al. [69] have found the first collisions on SHA-1.

Regarding the performance of Secure Boot with TPM, we have noticed a higher verification overhead (approximately eight times more) compared to the software-based technique (Verified U-Boot). The main reason for this is that there are more measurement requirements in this method: we verify the kernel, U-Boot and boot states which include the complete system configurations. Another source of overhead is the initialization time of the TPM. It is worth to notice that the extra hardware does not intend to accelerate the cryptographic functions, but rather to provide stronger security properties as we explained in previous sections.

To conclude, if we compare the different parts of the boot-time we notice that loading the kernel is the most time-consuming part. Thus, we argue that while the overhead of Secure Boot is not negligible, its overall performance overhead is limited. This performance makes Secure Boot a practical solution to secure the software-stack of medium-size devices in the Internet of Things. For application where boot-up needs to be reduced further, customized, modular OS kernels with application-specific functionality could be an option to improve the boot performance.

### 2.6 Limitations and Discussion

In this paper, we evaluate the time performance of a software- and hardware-based secure boot techniques. The boot performance, i.e., the time until a device has booted, is a critical aspect, for example in industrial IoT systems like autonomous vehicles. While secure boot ensures system integrity, it cannot protect against all attacks. In the following we discuss key limitations:

**Availability.** A general limitation of secure boot is the lack of protection against persistent DOS-attack caused by the mechanism. An attacker can try to modify the integrity of the operating systems repeatedly and reboot the system. This attack will prevent the system from booting-up, and it is possible a DOS-attack caused by the security mechanism. We need secure boot techniques that can adapt and recognize such an attack vector. Moreover, this attack highlights the complexity of the security techniques in IoT which involves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overhead</th>
<th>Average time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TPM Initialization</td>
<td>993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extend PCR values</td>
<td>791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1923</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Verification overhead of TPM
heterogeneous devices. For example, a user can still expect a compromised smart-light to work in safe mode. However, a compromised industrial robot which involves safety-critical aspects, it should immediately halt.

Applicability. In this paper, we focus on medium size embedded boards (e.g., ARMv7), where resource constraints do not prevent the extension of the boot process. In small constraint IoT devices (e.g., ARM Cortex M4) similar approaches may not be applicable for several reasons. First, those devices do not separate the boot process in stages. Moreover, we need to implement a bootloader efficient to meet memory and run-time constraints for those devices. Second, the firmware and the application is stored together in flash memory, without any protective barrier. Finally, the limited CPU power makes it hard to make the cryptographic calculation. We can expect a different overhead compare with that of the evaluation in section 2.5. Hardware support like TPM is not available for small IoT device.

Scalability. One of the benefits of the Internet of Things is the ability to upgrade the firmware over-the-air (OTA), i.e., via the Internet connection of the device. This flexibility provides scalability for vendors to upload the firmware and application updates to already deployed IoT devices. However, after each update, the credentials matching the firmware need to be updated. This update is challenging, as many TPM modules do not allow direct updates of credentials to protect against attacks.

2.7 Conclusion

The security aspects of embedded systems become more critical with the rise of the Internet of Things. Secure boot is one of the primary tools to secure IoT applications and their operating system. This paper presents and evaluates trade-offs regarding the implementation and the performance of secure boot. Our results show that the software-based method increases the overall boot-up time by 4%. The hardware-based one adds an overhead of 36%.

For future works, we plan to evaluate the impact of different system configurations and kernel configurations on the performance of secure boot. Moreover, we will focus on the design, implementation, and evaluation of secure boot on smaller and more constrained devices (e.g., ARM M4).
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IoTLogBlock: Recording Off-line Transactions of Low-Power IoT Devices Using a Blockchain

Chapter 3

IoTLogBlock

For any distributed system, and especially for the Internet of Things, recording interactions between devices is essential. At first glance, blockchains seem to be suitable for storing these interactions, as they allow multiple parties to share a distributed ledger. However, at a closer look, blockchains require heavy computations, large memory capacity, and always-on communication to the cloud; these are three properties that are challenging for IoT devices with limited resources.

In this paper, we present IoTLogBlock to address these challenges. IoTLogBlock connects resource-constrained IoT devices to the blockchain, and it consists of three building blocks jointly enabling recording transactions: a lightweight contract signing protocol, a blockchain network, and a smart contract. The contract signing protocol allows devices to interact locally to perform transactions, even if no communication to the cloud and the blockchain exists at that moment. At a later time, devices forward the stored transactions to the blockchain, where a smart contract ultimately verifies the transactions.

We evaluate our design on low-power devices and quantify the performance in terms of memory, computation, and energy consumption. Our results show that a constrained device can create and sign a transaction within 3 s on average. Finally, we expose the devices to network scenarios with edge connections ranging from 10 s to over 2 h.
Figure 3.1: Motivating scenario: car rentals where (1) a smart-key and a smart-car perform off-line transactions using a contract signing protocol over low-power wireless technologies. Later, the IoT devices independently forward their transactions via an edge device to the blockchain where (2) a smart contract validates and then (3) stores the transactions immutably.

3.1 Introduction

Blockchains store immutable records of transactions in a so-called distributed ledger. Transactions are generated by parties which do not necessarily trust each other. As records in a blockchain are immutable and can be verified by all parties involved, a blockchain creates the required trust between the involved parties whether a particular transaction is part of the blockchain or not. This makes the blockchain an ideal candidate for storing records of transactions produced by the plethora of connected devices in the Internet of Things (IoT). These devices interact frequently and produce records of interactions which their applications want to store, while two IoT devices commonly do not trust each other, as they are, for example, owned or operated by different entities.

We argue that the following key challenges are overlooked in the context of IoT and blockchains. To perform transactions, blockchain clients need to be (a) connected to the blockchain, (b) often store large parts of the blockchain, and (c) perform heavy cryptographic operations. These are three requirements that today’s resource-constrained IoT devices can hardly fulfill.

Recent works demonstrate the use of blockchains for data provenance [38] [39], but there are two significant issues that existing architectures cannot address. First, the integration of resource-constrained devices is limited due to the communication requirements and fixed connection points. For example, in many designs [41] [42] devices need to seek active communication with the network for each transaction, which demands considerable energy consumption. Moreover, in the case of mobile IoT devices such a design demands for complete network coverage through, for example, cellular technologies such as 4G, which in turn further increases cost and energy consumption. Similarly, LPWAN technologies such as LoRa and SigFox do not provide the required bandwidth required by the cryptographic operations of a blockchain. Second, the proposed architectures cannot ensure non-repudiation of the transactions given that stakeholders often have conflicting interests. We argue that it is essential that when two IoT
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devices create an off-line transaction, the stakeholders cannot later deny their participation therein. Data tampering and device impersonation attacks [43] raise concerns regarding the secure collection of sensor data.

With this in mind, we propose IoTLogBlock with the following properties. IoTLogBlock combines an (1) optimistic contract signing protocol with a (2) smart contract, (3) deployed on a blockchain, as shown in the motivating car rental scenario in Figure 3.1. The contract signing protocol allows two or more nodes to sign an off-line transaction mutually and achieve non-repudiation [70]. We assume only intermittent network access (due to power conservation or infrastructure issues) and the IoT devices can store the off-line transactions in local memory while waiting for an edge connection. An edge device forwards the transactions to the blockchain network for validation using a smart contract. The smart contract is similar to a stored procedure of regular databases, and it is triggered upon events sent by the network.

Overall, the combination of a contract signing protocol with the smart contract achieves non-repudiation and enables the integration of resource-constrained IoT devices to a cloud-based blockchain. As a result, IoTLogBlock allows IoT devices, which are connected to the Internet infrequently, to employ blockchains. We make the following contributions.

- We design and implement IoTLogBlock, an open-source architecture\(^1\) for recording IoT transactions using blockchain. IoTLogBlock achieves non-repudiation, avoids dependence on fixed network infrastructures, and ensures a low-power radio duty-cycle.

- We propose a practical solution to implement a contract signing protocol on IoT devices.

- We design and implement a smart contract to act as the online validator for the off-line transactions.

- We quantify the performance of IoTLogBlock in terms of computation, delay, memory, and energy consumption. Notably, we find that low-power devices (TI-CC2538) can create a transaction in 3 s. We further calculate the latency of IoTLogBlock in different scenarios, with an edge connection from 10 s to over 2 h.

- We finally provide a discussion of implementation challenges and trade-offs regarding the integration of resource-constrained devices with a cloud-based blockchain.

**Organization.** The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we provide the necessary background regarding our approach. In Section 3.3, we describe a motivating example and our adversary model. In Section 3.4, we provide the system design and highlight security aspects. We evaluate our results in Section 3.5, which is followed by a discussion and a description of related work before concluding the paper.
3.2 Overview and Background

We provide the background on the building blocks of IoTLogBlock: contract signing protocols, smart contracts, and blockchain.

3.2.1 Contract Signing Protocols

Contract signing protocols [71] allow two or more parties that do not trust each other to sign a pre-agreed text. These protocols provide fairness, timeliness, and sometimes also an abuse-free property [72]. Two parties (Alice and Bob) exchange their signatures in a fair-way [23], where Alice can obtain Bob’s signature only if Bob can obtain Alice’s signature and vice-versa. Timeliness [72] means that a participant is not able to make the other wait for an indefinite amount of time. Finally, with the abuse-free property [72], a participant cannot determine the outcome of the protocol.

We can group the contract signing protocols in three categories: protocols with an online Trusted Third Party (TTP) [21], protocols without TTP (e.g., time commitments [22]), and protocols with an off-line TTP (e.g., optimistic [23]). As the first two are computationally demanding, they are not suited for resource-constrained IoT devices. Hence, we focus on the third group of optimistic contract signing protocols. Specifically, we build on the Asokan-Shoup-Waidner (ASW) [23] protocol, which provides fairness and timeliness, but it is not abuse-free [72]. The ASW protocol allows two parties...
to exchange signatures as shown in Figure 3.2, without actively invoking the trusted third party. However, an online TTP is available to resolve issues if one of the parties does not follow the protocol (crashes or behaves maliciously). There are three sub-protocols involved in the process. The first is to complete an optimistic exchange of signatures (without the involvement of the TTP). The second is to allow a participant to abort a signature exchange (abort sub-protocol), and the third is to ask the TTP to resolve an incomplete signature exchange (resolve sub-protocol).

### 3.2.2 Smart Contracts

A smart contract is a digital representation of an agreement between two or more parties, written as an event-based program and stored immutably on the blockchain. The blockchain assigns a public key to each smart contract, and applications can use these keys to send a transaction to the blockchain, which triggers the execution of a particular smart contract. Each smart contract has its internal state to keep events, and the execution may add a new record to the blockchain. Finally, as described in [40], a smart contract can act as an escrow to resolve (dis)agreements between two or even multiple parties. In IoTLogBlock, we utilize this capability and employ the smart contract as off-line TTP to resolve issues of the contract signing protocol. As the code and transactions of the smart contract can be verified by everyone involved, it inherently gains trust as a third party.

### 3.2.3 Blockchains and Hyperledger

A blockchain is essentially a distributed ledger: multiple nodes replicate blocks of records as an append-only data structure. Each block has multiple records which are linked together into a chain using the cryptographic hash value of the previous block. Any change to an older record of a block inherently invalidates all recent blocks and their records. The ledger is replicated over multiple nodes in the network to provide fault tolerance, and the replicas reach a consensus regarding the order in which they add blocks to the chain.

Conceptually, we can categorize blockchains as public or private. The former is the initial design of Bitcoin [2], where any node can join the network and make commits. The latter enforces access control lists to determine who can participate in the consensus process and make commits.

An example of a private blockchain is Hyperledger Fabric [42], which is a collaboration between Linux Foundation and IBM to provide an open-source distributed ledger. The platform has three main components (see Figure 3.3). First, a Membership Service Provider (MSP) manages the identities on the permission-based blockchain [42]. The MSP authenticates and authorizes peers that can make changes to the blockchain. Second, multiple authenticated peers participate in the network to maintain the ledger and run the smart contracts. Finally, the Fabric client(s) is an authenticated node that allows the blockchain network to interact with the outside world.
3.3 Application Scenario and Adversary Model

This section discusses a motivating example and outlines our adversary model for IoTLogBlock.

3.3.1 Application Scenario

As a motivating scenario, we consider a car rental service with regular customers [73]. The rental company provides cars at a service point or distributed throughout the city’s parking lots. The customer signs up and receives a smart token (key) that will open a car at any time. The company wants to ensure that they know what customer used a car during which period, to charge the customer for the use and also be able to charge for potential abuse. Customers, on the other hand, want a well-functioning car, and they are only charged for their specific use based on their agreement with the company.

In the general case, the stakeholders are known, but they have conflicting interests. For example, the driver would like to pay as little as possible while the car rental service would like the highest fee possible. It is also likely that situations (accidents) will occur where it is essential to keep an immutable ledger of the transactions between the stakeholders. The ledger can then be used afterwards to analyze misbehavior or malicious activities. Finally, we argue that even though a modern car can afford LTE or 4G connections for recording its activities, it will still benefit from our design as cellular coverage is not always available, especially in rural areas.

3.3.2 Adversary Model

We assume three potential threats as part of the adversary model. First, an adversary may try to exploit insufficient data auditing of a transaction (e.g., an IoT node skips to report a transaction), where the log does not capture enough data to determine the event of a transaction. This is a repudiation threat where, for example, a car or a key may create an off-line transaction in such a way that there is no proof that an online validator can verify the
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3.4.1 Design Overview

There are three key building blocks to IoTLogBlock (Figure 3.1): (1) the interaction between two IoT devices using a contract signing protocol, (2) the verification of the resulting transaction between the devices using a smart contract, and (3) the final immutable storage of the result on the blockchain for all participants (auditing, finding misbehaving nodes).

To prototype IoTLogBlock, we also used several existing technologies to tie it together. Below we describe the full system and mark where our contribution lies with a (*) and the corresponding number in Figure 3.1. These steps will then be further elaborated below.

3.4.1.1 Node discovery and node interaction (1*)

When two low-power wireless devices shall interact, for example, when the smart key attempts to open the car via wireless communication, the two devices first have to discover each other. In our prototype, the nodes are synchronized with an established local and autonomous communication protocol, TSCH [74], and they do not depend on any central entity. Next, they have to perform a wireless transaction, where at the end the car grants access (or not) to the smart key. Here our contribution lies in the combination of established low-power wireless protocols, namely TSCH and 802.15.4 [75], with an optimistic two-party contract signing protocol, which is further described in Section 3.4.3.

3.4.1.2 Interaction between nodes and the cloud

Sporadically, an IoT node will come into range of an edge device with cloud connectivity. In this case, the IoT node utilizes the edge device as a relay to transfer the off-line transactions into the cloud for verification and storage. We assume that the edge device has robust capabilities, and it can establish secure connections (e.g., SSL) with a node of the blockchain network (see Figure 3.1). This step builds on established mechanisms and is not further described in the design of IoTLogBlock.

3.4.1.3 Verification and storage in the cloud (2*, 3*)

Through the edge device, all transactions reach the cloud, where an authenticated node/peer runs a smart contract to verify each transaction, detecting event of the off-line transaction. Second, we consider an adversary that may try to exploit weak audit mechanisms, including attempts to destroy the audit mechanism (e.g., blockchain) of the transactions. This is a scenario where a customer has used a car and tries to remove the events to claim the money back or not pay in the first place. Third, an adversary may try to include data from an unknown source or untrusted device. As a result, the system log may include data from unknown devices. Here the register entry leads to an unknown customer, and the log system is unable to connect a transaction with a real customer.
misbehaving nodes, and finally to store each transaction. The smart contract validation is described in Section 3.4.4 and the final step, permanent storage, is described in Section 3.4.5. We conclude in Section 3.4.6 with the security analysis of potentially misbehaving nodes.

### 3.4.2 Setup: Deploying new Devices

When we add a new device to the system, i.e., we deploy a new smart key, this device creates a private/public key pair. Each device will use its private key to sign its transaction. The public key of each device is stored in the blockchain and is used to authenticate clients later and verify their transactions. Moreover, we also employ a smart contract to manage the list of registered devices.

### 3.4.3 Creating and Signing Transactions

Each device maintains a sequence number that uniquely identifies each of its transactions, by simply incrementing a counter for each new transaction. The sequence number is later used for verification by the smart contract. In IoTLogBlock, a transaction is created as follows: Once two devices have discovered each other, they exchange essential information such as their IDs and the transaction upon which they want to agree. Next, they sign and exchange a message containing their IDs, current local sequence numbers, and the transaction itself, following the optimistic two-party contract signing protocol (see Section 4.2). If the transaction completes, each device has a transaction signed with the private key of both parties that states the IDs of the participants, i.e., their public keys, their respective sequence numbers, and the transaction content itself. Both IoT nodes individually upload this information into the smart contract via an edge device once they come within range. As transactions are signed, manipulations of these, for example, at the edge device are not possible.

### 3.4.4 Validation with the Smart Contract

IoTLogBlock deploys a smart contract in the blockchain to act as a validator for the received transactions from IoT devices. Algorithm 1 shows an abstract pseudo-code version of the validator. The algorithm starts by checking the validity of the devices’ signatures and reports any misbehavior. As a result, transactions will only be committed when signed by registered devices. Finally, the smart contract resolves any conflict by using the sub-protocols of the ASW contract signing protocol [23], as we discuss next.

**Abort sub-protocol:** If a node crashes, disconnects or misbehaves during the execution of the first half of the contract signing protocol, the abort sub-protocol is invoked. Thus, if there is a timeout or the signature verification fails, the participant sends an abort request to the smart contract by signing a new message which includes the original message of the protocol (see Figure 3.2). If the smart contract has not received a request to resolve an uncommitted transaction (see the resolve sub-protocol below), it confirms the request and registers the abort message to the blockchain.

**Resolve sub-protocol:** If the two nodes have already exchanged the first two messages of the protocol, before one of the nodes crashes or disconnects,
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Algorithm 1: Smart Contract - Validator

/* Error checking, such as checking for key revocation, is omitted for brevity. */

Data: Transaction

1 validTransaction = True;

2 forall NodeID in Transaction do

3    Pubkey = RegisteredDevices(NodeID);

4    Status = ECDSA.Verify(NodeID, PubKey, Transaction);

5    if Status is not valid then

6        report NodeID;

7        validTransaction = False;

8    end

9 end

10 if validTransaction is True then

11    if Pending_resolve_request then

12        run Resolve-SubProtocol(Transaction);

13    else if Pending_abort_request then

14        run Abort-SubProtocol(Transaction);

15    else

16        record Transaction;

17 end

the resolve sub-protocol is invoked. As the nodes have made some progress, the signature exchange can be resolved. The node sends a resolve request containing the first two messages \((m_1, m_2)\) of the protocol (see Figure 3.2) to the smart contract. The resolve sub-protocol is also invoked when a node tries to abort even if it has already sent message\(_2\).

3.4.5 Register Transactions in the Blockchain

After the transactions are validated by the smart contract, they are appended to the blockchain. By its very nature, this leads to a distributed ledger open to all stakeholders. Transactions stored in the blockchain are immutable and cannot be changed without invalidating previous transactions, as explained in Section 4.2.

3.4.6 Security Analysis

In IoTLogBlock, we focus on the following misbehavior:

1) Bypass sequence numbers: A node could skip or reuse sequence numbers to hide its misbehavior. However, when a node uploads its transactions, the smart contract detects any duplication or gaps in the sequence numbers. Since the ledger in IoTLogBlock is available to all stakeholders, it is trivial to detect this behavior.

2) Hide transactions: A node could execute a transaction with another node and not report it or even try to delete it. By using the contract signing protocol, both parties have a copy of a transaction. If the other node behaves correctly, it will upload all the transactions, and the smart contract detects the misbehaving node. Thus, a transaction will only go unnoticed if both
involved parties are misbehaving or both fail to establish an edge connection. We argue that it is very uncommon for two parties to collude in this way, as they commonly would not share the same connection or the same goals. For example, while the smart key, or more precisely, the corresponding users might be interested in driving a car for free, the smart car has precisely the opposite interest. Finally, the blockchain ensures the immutability of its records, and a node cannot delete already stored transactions.

3) Unregistered device: An untrusted device can try to overcome the contract signing protocol, and send unsigned or invalid transactions to the blockchain. However, this is taken care of by the protocol itself and the trusted party (here the smart contract), which accepts transactions only by registered devices. In case of a transaction violation, a node can then invoke the sub-protocols to abort or resolve a transaction. Since a node reports all the abort attempts to the blockchain, it is trivial to detect a node that abuses the protocol and block it in the future.

3.5 Experimental Evaluation

IoTLogBlock includes low-power IoT devices, edge computing, and a cloud service (Hyperledger). In our evaluation, we focus on the IoT devices; the edge device plays a secondary role in our architecture, and Hyperledger Fabric has previously been evaluated in detail [42].

Goals. With this section, we answer the following questions: a) is IoTLogBlock technically feasible on low-power IoT devices? b) what is the overhead in terms of computation, memory, and energy consumption of the contract signing protocol? c) what is the overall performance of IoTLogBlock?

Outline. We divide the evaluation into three parts. First, we discuss our implementation of IoTLogBlock and our choices in terms of IoT hardware, software stack, edge computing, and blockchain. Second, we evaluate our implementation of IoTLogBlock in terms of run-time performance, energy consumption, and memory consumption. Third, we present our overall system performance including 1) the time it takes for a sensor node to register a record on the blockchain, and 2) the reliability and limitations of IoTLogBlock when creating periodic off-line transactions.

3.5.1 Implementation and Experimental Setup

IoT Software Stack. We implement the contract signing protocol in C as an application for Contiki-NG [76]. Our implementation employs the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) using the recommended NIST-P 256-bit curve. All the ECDSA operations are performed by the cryptographic hardware support of our target platform. For communication between IoT nodes and to edge devices, we use the TSCH protocol [74] readily available in Contiki-NG. TSCH employs radio duty cycling and provides us with a robust and energy efficient communication substrate, tailored to resource-constrained and potentially battery-driven IoT devices. We would like to note, that the design of IoTLogBlock is not bound to a particular low-power wireless protocol and would also support, for example, BLE.
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IoT Hardware and Platform. We target sensor nodes equipped with cryptographic hardware support such as the TI-CC2538 SoC. The SoC contains a 32-bit ARM Cortex M3 CPU at 32 MHz, 32 KB of RAM, and 512 KB of ROM. Moreover, the SoC features a cryptographic engine at 250 MHz and a 802.15.4 radio transceiver. This SoC is common in the community for resource-constrained IoT devices and readily supported by numerous operating systems. In particular, we use the OpenMote platform [77], which combines this SoC with further sensors and a battery.

Edge Devices and Blockchain. In IoTLogBlock, the edge devices receive transactions from the IoT device and upload them to the smart contract of the Hyperledger instance via the Fabric API. For these connections, we use Python and Node.js scripts while we implement our smart contract in GO. Our edge devices run a standard Linux. For simplicity, we deploy the edge devices and the Hyperledger Fabric network using Docker containers on a desktop machine, which features an Intel Core i5 at 2.3 GHz and 16 GB of RAM.

Source Code. We provide our implementation of IoTLogBlock as open-source code in a public repository.2

3.5.2 Evaluation of IoTLogBlock on the IoT Node

As the first step, we evaluate our contract signing protocol in terms of memory, computation, and energy consumption. For the memory footprint we use the tools arm-none-eabi-readelf and arm-none-eabi-size on the binary files. For the computation and energy performance, we rely on Contiki’s Energest module with a 30 µs resolution timer to measure the duration of each task, log the power modes of the system, and derive the energy consumption. For the values of the electric current (see Table 3.3) we rely on the CC2538 data sheet [47] and a previous evaluation [34].

Memory Footprint. Table 3.1 presents the static memory allocation of our implementation, divided into three parts: (a) the operating system (Contiki-NG) with the network stack, (b) the cryptographic library for CC2538, and (c) the implementation of the contract signing protocol (Application). The operating system has a significant impact and consumes 37% of the available RAM. The application combined with the cryptographic library consumes 17% of the available RAM. In total, we consume 54% of the available memory. This leaves 46% of the available RAM to be dynamically used at run-time by the stack and for the temporary storage of off-line transactions, which we evaluate later. Finally, the whole program consumes only 12% of the ROM.

Performance. Next, we evaluate the performance of the cryptographic functions. All cryptographic operations are performed by the cryptographic engine running at 250 MHz, and in Table 3.2 we present the performance of each task. The average time to complete all cryptographic functions of the contract signing protocols in IoTLogBlock is 2.1 s. The most burdensome task – concerning the performance in time – is the signature verification, which takes 715 ms per node. Our protocol uses the SHA256 hash-function multiple times during a single transaction, but the impact is low. The cryptographic operations combined with the latency of the wireless TSCH protocol stack (see Figure 3.4) gives us a total of 3 s per transaction. We argue that this overhead,

2https://github.com/iot-chalmers/IoTLogBlock.git
### Table 3.1: Memory Footprint of the IoT application (considering max size) on CC2538, which facilitates 32KB of RAM and 512 KB of ROM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>ROM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bytes</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contiki-NG OS</td>
<td>11,394</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptographic library</td>
<td>1,520</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>4,201</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total footprint</strong></td>
<td>17,115</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available memory</td>
<td>14,885</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While significant, is feasible for many applications. For the application scenario of the car rentals, it means a user will need three seconds to unlock a car, which we consider practical.

#### Energy Consumption

Focusing on energy efficiency, we assume that nodes have discovered each other, which is a functionality provided by the TSCH protocol known as TSCH synchronization. This discovery happens quickly, and it has been evaluated previously [74]. In Figure 3.4, we depict the flow of the electric current (in mA) during a complete round of the contract signing protocol, including wireless communication and the use of the cryptographic engine.

In this example, a node (originator) initiates a transaction with a second node (responder). The protocol begins with the originator and responder exchanging a hello message to indicate their availability, visible at time 0.5 s in Figure 3.4. Next, the originator starts the protocol by signing the first message, which takes 0.3 s (see Table 3.2). The responder is waiting in low-power mode for the signature of the originator, which it receives at time 0.9 s. Immediately, the node starts the verification and signs the message (in case of a correct signature). This process takes 1 s, while the originator waits in low-power mode. At time 2.1 s, the originator receives the signature from the responder and starts the verification, which takes 0.7 s. Next, at 2.8 s the originator (in case of a correct signature) replies with its secret nonce value, followed by a reply of the responder.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function type</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECDSA-Sign on originator</td>
<td>350 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECDSA-Verify on responder</td>
<td>715 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECDSA-Sign on responder</td>
<td>350 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECDSA-Verify on originator</td>
<td>715 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA256-Hash function</td>
<td>1 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total time</strong></td>
<td><strong>2131 ms</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Performance of cryptographic functions using the CC2538 cryptographic engine running at 250 MHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Time [ms]</th>
<th>Current [mA]</th>
<th>Energy [mJ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cryptographic Engine</td>
<td>1,065</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>57.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU @ 32 MHz</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU @ LPM2</td>
<td>1,029</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,000</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>98.5</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Derived energy consumption of running the contract signing protocol on the CC2538 SoC given a supply voltage of 2.1 V. Note we configure Contiki-NG to use the low-power mode 2 (LPM2) [47].

In Table 3.3, we report the total energy consumption (in mJ) of the protocol, which also includes the wireless protocol stack. We notice that the cryptographic engine contributes significantly (58%) to the total energy consumption. The wireless communication via the TSCH protocol contributes 35%. In total, a transaction consumes 98.5 mJ. We observe that the cryptographic computations and radio communication are the two main drivers of energy consumption in IoTLogBlock.

By default, OpenMote is powered by two standard AA alkaline battery of 2500 mAh. Assuming a self-discharge of 20%, we can utilize 80% of the capacity, i.e., 2000 mAh [78]. As a result, we can expect 10,000 Joules of energy from the cells, which allows IoTLogBlock to perform roughly in the order of 100,000 transactions. While this is merely an estimate, we argue that this order of magnitude of transactions is practical for a wide range of application scenarios, including ours of a battery-powered smart key.

Reflecting on previous work [34] [36], we conclude that, while the cryptographic module consumes the largest share of the energy, the design of IoTLogBlock would not be feasible without it. Implementing the cryptographic functions on the main CPU and without the module would significantly extend the computation time. As a result, the cryptographic handshake would get impractically long and consume even more energy.
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3.5.3 System Performance of IoTLogBlock.

We evaluate the overall system in terms of a) local storage capacity b) delay of registering a transaction to the blockchain, and c) the reliability of nodes when creating off-line transactions. In the experiments, we utilize the remaining available RAM for storing off-line transactions while waiting for an edge device to come into range. We collect our results after sending at least 200 packets, and we report the standard deviation when it is not negligible.

We provide edge connectivity to the IoT devices within a period of 1, 10, 100, 1,000, and 10,000 s. These experiments expose the devices to different types of scenarios, ranging from a dense topology with access points to a much more sparse network topology with little edge connectivity. As evaluated previously, a transaction takes 3 s. Thus, in our evaluation, two nodes generate transactions every 3, 30, and 300 s (see Figure 3.5).

Transaction Storage Capacity. We now present how many transactions a device can store until it connects again to an edge device. This is essential, as a device has to drop previous transactions or refuse new ones once its temporary storage is full. Figure 3.5a shows that with edge connections in the same order of magnitude as the transaction generation rate, not much memory is used. As the edge connections get more sparse compared to the transaction generation rate, the devices start to utilize more of the storage capacity, and they reach full utilization of their memory when we provide edge connections in terms of hours (10,000 s). After this point, we need to start dropping records or refuse new ones, which affects the reliability (or availability) of the system (see Figure 3.5c and discussion below).

Register Delay. In Figure 3.5b, we present the total number of seconds (delay) that it takes to create, sign, and register a transaction to the blockchain. We can see a correlation between the delay and the periodicity of the edge connection.

System Reliability. We have counted the total amount of attempts a device tried to create a transaction. We quantify the reliability IoTLogBlock as the percentage of the successfully stored transactions on the Hypeledger, which is presented in Figure 3.5c. We notice that the reliability highly depends on two factors: the periodicity of the edge connection, and the transaction generation rate.

3.6 Discussion and Limitations

In this section, we discuss the benefits, limitations, and remaining challenges regarding our approach.

Resource Constraints. The performance of the contract signing protocol (a full-round) averages 3 s. We argue that this demonstrates IoTLogBlock to be functional in practice. Moreover, the protocol utilizes radio and CPU duty cycling for low-power consumption (see Table 4.4). However, the energy consumption of the cryptographic engine demonstrates that security comes with a price. We note that the cryptographic operations sign and verify are essential to any transaction flow of the Blockchain. Moreover, they must be performed on the IoT devices themselves and cannot be delegated to the potentially untrusted edge or cloud services. Thus, we argue that this energy
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Figure 3.5: We create transactions every 3, 30, and 300 s. The IoT device offloads its transactions with periodic edge connection every 1, 10, 100, 1,000, and 10,000 s.

Cost is fundamental to security and would also be required in any other design integrating IoT devices and blockchain.

**System Latency.** The experiments confirm the feasibility of connecting resource-constrained IoT devices with blockchain technologies. Under fair conditions of around 5-30 min transient connectivity and a fair number of transactions, we show that the memory of small IoT devices is sufficient to store the transactions. For further robustness, we can store them additionally in flash memory. Our result shows that the main bottleneck in terms of memory consumption and end-to-end latency lies on the periodicity of the edge connection.

**Security Aspects.** We use a fair authentication scheme with a smart contract, which validates each device and transaction. However, each device will need to use a white-list of authenticated nodes, which will increase the local storage needs. We recognize a trade-off between the off-line transaction storage and the number of devices stored in the white-list.
Limitations. A general limitation of our study is the privacy of stored data in a cloud-based blockchain. A blockchain is by nature publicly available for all the stakeholders.

3.7 Related Work

Fair exchange. Similar to our work, FairSwap [79] also proposes the use of smart-contracts for fair exchange, avoiding costly solutions like zero-knowledge proofs. However, the protocol has not been tested and evaluated on any IoT devices.

Blockchains and IoT. Several architectures [38] [39] have been proposed to achieve data provenance using blockchain technology. However, they do not integrate IoT devices, and they do not apply to resource-constrained environments. Nonetheless, there are many benefits [80] of integrating IoT with blockchains. There are approaches to integrate IoT devices with blockchains such as AGasP [40] and Edgechain [41]. The existing architectures are limited in two ways: a) there is a lack of non-repudiation of the transactions created by the IoT nodes, and b) they do not take into account the constraints faced by low-power IoT devices. In contrast, IoTLogBlock focuses on data provenance, achieving non-repudiation, and using low-power IoT devices.

Cryptographic Capabilities on IoT Devices. Previous studies show the affordability of cryptographic operations on small sensor devices [35] [36]. IoTLogBlock differs from previous work in that we use blockchain to record transactions and a contract signing protocol to achieve non-repudiation.

3.8 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose IoTLogBlock, an open-source architecture allowing low-power devices to use a cloud-based ledger to record transactions between devices. We argue that using a blockchain directly is not an option for hardware-constrained IoT devices, as it implicitly assumes the devices are capable of heavy computations and having large memory capacity and always-on communication to the cloud. IoTLogBlock combines an optimistic contract signing protocol, a private-based blockchain, and a smart contract, to cope with these three challenges. The IoT devices create off-line transactions, which later are verified by the smart contract. The blockchain provides to the stakeholders an immutable ledger of all the collected transactions.

We evaluated IoTLogBlock, especially in regards to the extent it allows IoT devices with transient connectivity to create and register transactions in a cloud-based blockchain. We quantify the cost of IoTLogBlock in terms of computation, delay, memory, and energy consumption. It takes on average 3 s for IoT devices to mutual sign and exchange a transaction. Moreover, IoTLogBlock supports intermittent connectivity ranging from 10 s to over 2 h.
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Chapter 4

TinyEVM

With the rise of the Internet of Things (IoT), billions of devices ranging from simple sensors to smart-phones will participate in billions of micropayments. However, current centralized solutions are unable to handle a massive number of micropayments from untrusted devices.

Blockchains are promising technologies suitable for solving some of these challenges. Particularly, permissionless blockchains such as Ethereum and Bitcoin have drawn the attention of the research community. However, the increasingly large-scale deployments of blockchain reveal some of their scalability limitations. Prominent proposals to scale the payment system include off-chain protocols such as payment channels. However, the leading proposals assume powerful nodes with an always-on connection and frequent synchronization. These assumptions require in practice significant communication, memory, and computation capacity, whereas IoT devices face substantial constraints in these areas. Existing approaches also do not capture the logic and process of IoT, where applications need to process locally collected sensor data to allow for full use of IoT micro-payments.

In this paper, we present TinyEVM, a novel system to generate and execute off-chain smart contracts based on sensor data. TinyEVM’s goal is to enable IoT devices to perform micro-payments and, at the same time, address the device constraints. We investigate the trade-offs of executing smart contracts on low-power IoT devices using TinyEVM. We test our system with 7,000 publicly verified smart contracts, where TinyEVM achieves to deploy 93% of them without any modification. Finally, we evaluate the execution of off-chain smart contracts in terms of run-time performance, energy, and memory requirements on IoT devices. Notably, we find that low-power devices can deploy a smart contract in 215 ms on average, and they can complete an off-chain payment in 584 ms on average.
4.1 Introduction

As the Internet of Things (IoT) becomes deeply integrated into our daily lives, new opportunities emerge. For example, cities nowadays embed sensors into parking lots to measure occupation. This capability, in turn, allows for new application scenarios, such as smart parking. Once a car approaches an empty parking lot, the lot can automatically inform the car about the hourly parking fees (based on location, time, or other locally set parameters), and engage in their payment when the car drives away. This scenario belongs to a much more generic application setting where the plethora of IoT devices are frequently interacting in two phases. First, they agree on the conditions related to an activity (e.g., the parking fees). Second, at a later time, they are executing/ensuring these conditions have been fulfilled (e.g., payment of the fees). A key challenge here is that the two IoT devices ordinarily do not trust each other, as they are, for example, owned or operated by different entities.

A potential solution to this challenge, worth exploring, are blockchains and their corresponding smart contracts [81,82]. In principle, via a smart contract stored in a blockchain, a vehicle, and a parking sensor could agree on hourly parking fees, and at a later point in time, enforce the payment (e.g., through micropayments). However, blockchain technologies and smart contracts of today assume powerful nodes that can communicate and synchronize frequently. Ethereum [17], for example, uses a virtual machine to execute smart contracts, where clients need to connect to the blockchain both to upload their transactions and to query for updates.

Contrary, the nodes in IoT networks face constraints in energy, memory, and computation capabilities, making the requirements of current state-of-the-art blockchain technologies an ill fit for the IoT ecosystem. For example, today’s resource-constrained devices have some tens of kilobyte memory, which is quickly exceeded by code and state information of smart contracts. High bandwidth, always-on connectivity with 4G or 5G, is infeasible in terms of energy consumption and hardware costs for many applications that shall operate for years on battery power. Moreover, cellular network coverage is far from ubiquitously available. Energy-efficient LPWAN technologies such as LoRa and SigFox, in turn, do not provide the required bandwidth for direct on-line transactions between a smart device and the cloud.

Furthermore, to allow IoT devices to play a central role in future micro-services (e.g., smart parking), they must be able to provide a local context (e.g., sensor data) for the conditions related to the activity about to take place. However, most smart contracts are not well designed to handle input from the outside world. While Oracles [11,18], as a third-party information source, can supply verified data from Internet-connected sources, there is no direct way for a smart contract to trigger a sensor reading and actuator setting on the IoT sensor-node. Overall, we recognize a gap between high-level blockchain architectures and the need for additional services and the capabilities of IoT devices.

To overcome these challenges, we design TinyEVM, a novel architecture to execute off-chain smart contracts on low-power IoT devices. We begin by revealing the design challenges of an application scenario for payment channels using off-chain smart contracts and introducing three novel approaches. Firstly,
we design the on- and off-chain smart contracts considering the trade-offs between the device constraints and the off-chain protocol. We remove the need for active synchronization of payment channels by using a logical clock. Secondly, we customize the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) to run on resource-constrained IoT devices with just a few kilobytes of memory. Thirdly, we extend the EVM by introducing specific IoT opcodes to allow smart contracts to directly interact with the sensors and actuators of the local IoT device. Our goal is to enable smart contracts written for EVMs to benefit from the large pool of existing contracts and established toolchains for the design, implementation, and verification of smart contracts.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows:

- We design and implement TinyEVM, an open-source\(^1\) system to enable and scale (micro)payments on low-power IoT devices.
- We devise a virtual machine to execute off-chain smart contracts on resource-constrained devices.
- We introduce the concept of specific IoT-opcodes to unify the logic of interacting with sensors and actuators inside a smart contract.
- We quantify the performance of TinyEVM in terms of computation, delay, memory, and energy consumption. Notably, we find that low-power devices (TI-CC2538) can deploy a smart contract in 215 ms on average. The node can complete an off-chain payment in 584 ms on average.
- We finally provide a discussion of implementation challenges and trade-offs regarding off-chain protocols for resource-constrained devices.

Outline. We organize this paper with the following structure. In Section 4.2, we provide the necessary background for TinyEVM. In Section 4.3, we provide an overview of our application scenario and the design requirements. In Section 4.4, we provide the system design of TinyEVM. In Section 4.5, we provide a security analysis of our design. We present the evaluation results in Section 4.6. Finally, we provide the related work in Section 4.7 and the conclusion in Sections 4.8.

### 4.2 Background

In this section, we provide the essential background to understand the concepts of Blockchains, Smart Contracts, the Ethereum Virtual Machine, Payment Channels (PC), and the Plasma framework.

#### 4.2.1 Overview of Blockchains

A blockchain is a distributed ledger replicated by multiple nodes and kept consistent via a consensus protocol. In cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum, the protocol is called mining. With mining, each node can create a new state by solving a probabilistic mathematical puzzle.

\(^1\)https://github.com/chrpro/TinyEVM
As blockchains became popular, their scalability and performance limitations became apparent [6, 7]. The research community responded with several proposals to scale the blockchains like sharding [9, 10], consensus algorithm variations [1], and trusted execution [11]. In this paper we focus on three prominent proposals: (a) side-chains [12], (b) payment channels [13, 14], and (c) payment networks [15], which we further described below.

4.2.2 Smart Contracts and the Ethereum Virtual Machine

Smart contracts are executable programs stored as bytecode in the blockchain. They highly extend the use of a blockchain as they can programmable change its state. For example, with the so-called Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), each node participating in the consensus of the blockchain executes the smart contracts on its local EVM and validate the correctness of the created new state.

The EVM is a Quasi-Turing complete machine [17] to execute state-transitions in the blockchain. The EVM is a 256-bit stack-based machine executing bytecode statements. Each statement consists of an opcode, with 71 active (discrete) opcodes at the time of writing. The machine avoids an infinite execution of the bytecode by charging a fee for each execution statement, the so-called gas. This fee inhibits micro-payments to be affordable, which is why payment channels have been suggested (see below). If a smart contract runs out of gas in the middle of execution, it is aborted.

The current design of EVM treats smart contracts as sequential programs with no support for concurrency. Moreover, EVM does not allow smart contracts to have access to data outside of the network, limiting their usefulness. For a smart contract to include sensor data, current solutions use services such as Oracles [18]. Oracles act as a third-party information source, and supply verified data from Internet sources. TinyEVM proposes a novel approach to include IoT opcodes inside the EVM, where the smart contract can have access to the sensors and actuators of the device.

4.2.3 Payment Channels

The fee(s) for each payment in the blockchain often makes repeated micro-payments unaffordable. Prominent proposals to overcome this limitation are off-chain protocols like payment channels (PC) [13, 14].

With PC, two parties can swiftly exchange small payments and postpone updating the blockchain (avoiding the fees) until they reach a final state. The parties pre-agree and sign a smart contract, which locks a specific amount of money for a specified period. Later, any participant can unlock the funds by providing a final state signed by both participants within the pre-agreed period. As such, the payment channel is a combination of three distinct concepts: 1) multi-signature addresses, 2) time-locks, and 3) hash-locks.

Multi-signature addresses require n-of-n signatures to unlock its funds. The typical case is a 2-of-2 signature address that requires the approval of both parties to unlock the fund. A time-lock restricts the validity of the multi-signature to a limited time. A hash-lock requires the revealing of the
pre-image of a secret hash value to consider a payment as valid. The payment channel requires at least two on-chain messages to the public blockchain. One message to open the channel and lock the desired amount, including the hash-locks and time-locks. Depending on the design, the channel allows the owner to send messages to update the status or extend the lock-period. With an open channel, two parties perform off-chain payments by exchanging signatures. When they reach the time to close the channel, they reveal the secret-hash.

There are two main extensions of payment channels. First, payment networks [13, 15] reuse existing user channels to route payments off-chain. Second, state channels [45, 83, 84] provide a general use of channels to store state changes for any application. TinyEVM builds on the design concepts of payment channels and adapts them to the specific requirements of IoT applications.

### 4.2.4 Side-Chains

Another proposal to scale blockchains is the idea of side-chains [12, 85]. A typical side-chain system includes three main components: 1) an on-chain smart contract, 2) side-chain(s), and 3) an exit function.

The on-chain smart contract is published in the main-chain, and it acts as a bridge between several side-chains. The smart contract locks the funds in the main-chain that the side-chains can circulate as off-chain tokens. The nodes participating in the side-chain are responsible for maintaining the side-chain. Each side-chain has a mechanism for validating blocks and a fraud-proof mechanism. The fraud-proof(s) is used by the users to report malicious users trying to exit on the main-chain. The exit function allows off-chain nodes to claim the tokens from the side-chain(s). Finally, any node can challenge an exit request on the main-chain using a fraud-proof.

### 4.3 TinyEVM Overview

This section describes the motivation behind TinyEVM. First, we introduce a simple application scenario and the parties involved therein. Second, we present the system requirements and challenges for low-power devices. Third, we motivate our threat model based on the application scenario.

#### 4.3.1 Application Scenario: Smart Parking

Nowadays, smart parking lots equipped with sensors can detect occupation, and they can interact with a vehicle occupying a spot, for example, via low-power wireless technologies. We envision a marketplace where a car owner and a parking company negotiate the terms of parking and perform micropayments. For this, the car owner and the parking company publish a template smart-contract to a blockchain, which includes the necessary payment information.

When a vehicle approaches the parking lot, and the devices come within range, the lot can initiate the smart contract and create an off-chain payment channel with the vehicle via low-power wireless technologies, see Figure 4.1. The channel includes the common initial deposit of funds by the vehicle. During the parking, they may do multiple transactions and interactions, such as hourly payments or updates on the payment rates based on the time of day. At the
end of the parking, they close the off-chain channel and sign the final state, which the parking lot can publish to the blockchain to claim the payment.

### 4.3.2 System Requirements

From the above scenario, we derive the following requirements for the application:

**Sensor utilization:** The parking lot would like to charge the vehicle owner based on the location of the parking spot, time of day, and possibly other locally relevant conditions, such as the parking availability. Thus, prices can vary and have to be agreed on, for example, via a smart contract.

**Low latency:** Both parties expect the whole process of negotiating and charging for the parking to be automated and take place in the order of seconds. For this reason, we favor short-range wireless communication for our application scenario.

**Low energy consumption:** The parking service expects to depend on cheap devices with long battery life-time. The vehicle-owner expects a cheap device easily installed into a regular car.

### 4.3.3 System Challenges

Beyond the challenge of designing a off-chain protocol, we face other system challenges. To ensure compatibility with off-the-shelf smart contracts and to be able to benefit from the wide variety of tools for smart contract writing, testing, and verification designed by the Ethereum community, one key design goal of TinyEVM is to natively support the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) bytecode. However, EVM is a 256-bit word-size virtual machine. This word-size
leads to two key challenges: (1) resource inefficiency and (2) the complexity of executing 256-bit operations on a 32-bit machine.

First, from a resource perspective, the EVM does not utilize the memory efficiently. All operations are based on 256-bit variables and addresses. As a result, every VM opcode, even a simple addition, operates on 256-bit variables. The main reason for this EVM specification was to ease cryptographic operations like the Keccak256, which works on 256-bit digests. However, the vast majority of variables in a smart contract rarely reach values that require 256-bit storage. Similarly, as our evaluation shows, smart contracts do not reach a size in code or data that they would need 256-bit address space. The result is an inefficient memory use that could prohibit their execution of smart contracts on IoT devices.

The second challenge is the run-time overhead of the virtual machine. The embedded hardware does not directly support 256-bit operations. Instead, we have to emulate 256-bit operations using a 32-bit micro-controller by implementing custom libraries and, as a result, executing a single EVM opcode requires in the order of hundreds of MCU cycles. This inefficiency may further limit the potential of Ethereum smart contracts on resource-constrained IoT devices.

4.3.4 Threat Model

In our scenario, we assume mutually-distrusting, rational parties using a payment channel to exchange payments. The threat model includes two potential threats and focuses on the inability of nodes to revoke previous states of the payment channel. Notably, the node that receives the payment faces the threat of the inability to report a misbehaving peer before the contest period expires. On the other hand, the node sending the payment faces the threat of the inability to unlock her money from the channel.

The receiver expects a non-repudiation property of the system. After several payments, none of the parties will be able to deny the participation of the exchange. The parking sensor will be able to claim the money from the blockchain at any time for the time the car has stayed there. On the other hand, the sender expects a finite property of the payment channel, which means the channel eventually will close, and the sender can reclaim any remaining money when it leaves.

4.4 TinyEVM System Design

TinyEVM makes four design contributions: First, it separates the transactions of IoT applications into three high-level phases: 1) The on-chain smart contract, 2) the off-chain smart contract, and 3) the on-chain commit(s). Second, TinyEVM customizes the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) to address the resource constraints of IoT devices while staying compatible with the native EVM language. Third, we introduce a template design for smart contracts and the separation of on- and off-chain functionality. Fourth, we extend smart contracts and the EVM with IoT opcodes to interact with onboard IoT sensors and actuators. The new opcodes allow IoT devices to include sensor data and sensor actuation as a part of smart contract development.
4.4.1 On- and Off-Chain Transactions: Three Phases

The deployment and execution of smart contracts include three high-level phases, visible in Figure 4.2.

1) **On-chain smart contract.** A node publishes a smart-contract as a template in the blockchain, which includes the constructor for off-chain payment channels. The node makes a deposit to be charged for parking services, which works as an insurance in case of a dispute. This operation is similar to the on-chain contract used in side-chains. The on-chain smart contract serves as a bridge between the blockchain and our off-chain payment channels.

2) **Off-chain smart contract.** The nodes use the template to deploy a new off-chain payment channel using a unique monotonic counter (logical clock) as an identifier. The off-chain payment channels are locally generated smart contracts that allow the use of sensor data. Nodes may use the sensor readings, actuator interactions, or data received from other IoT devices as a part of...
Table 4.1: Comparison of the original EVM and the TinyEVM specifications. The word size of the stack and random access memory remains the same. TinyEVM removes the opcodes related to (on-)blockchain operation, it uses 8-bit side-chain storage space, and it introduces new IoT-specific opcodes.

3) On-chain commit. At any time, a node can exit from an off-chain channel by publishing a final channel state or a (side-chain) log of its local execution. Our commit function checks the logical clock of the channel and the validity of the signatures. In the case of a correct state, the new state is appended to the tree of the on-chain smart contract. The other node can challenge the state using the local log(s) of the off-chain payments. Finally, there is an exit function that a node can activate, which stops further updates from off-chain channels. The activation of the exit function starts the expiration period, and then it will dissolve the on-chain smart contract and return any unspent money. During that time, the other node can dispute the latest state and claim the insurance money, as common for established side-chains.

4.4.2 Customized Ethereum Virtual Machine

We enable smart contracts on IoT devices by customizing the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) to meet the constraints of IoT devices, especially in terms of device memory. In Table 4.1, we list the specifications of the original EVM compared with our customized one. There are three types of memory that a smart contract can use: 1) stack memory, 2) random-access memory, and 3) storage memory. We achieve to meet the memory requirements without the loss of functionality and compatibility of the IoT device.

The original EVM defines a 256-bit word machine, which is not directly supported on a 16-bit or 32-bit micro-controller. However, we keep the same word-size for compatibility reasons, and emulate a 256-bit word-size in our
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implementation. This implementation allows us to use the original Ethereum bytecode with no modifications. However, the storage space is irrelevant for off-chain executions. These operations are needed only for the main-chain. For the off-chain computations, we utilize an 8-bit storage space to store only the side-chain created by the IoT nodes.

We list the machine opcodes into five categories. First, the operation opcodes define the necessary computations, like addition and multiplication. The original EVM supports 27 operations, and TinyEVM supports all of them. Second, the smart contract opcodes are related to smart contract execution like method calls, and returns. TinyEVM supports the necessary operations except for the GAS operations. There is no charging for the off-chain computations as all operations are executed locally. Third, the memory opcodes are related to operations on memory like store and load, and TinyEVM supports all of them. Fourth, the blockchain opcodes are used to get information from the blocks of the blockchain. TinyEVM does not support any block-related opcode since there is no access to the blockchain during local execution. Finally, TinyEVM introduces a novel opcode for IoT sensor data. This extension allows us to include sensor data inside the smart contract.

We observed that the original EVM includes unused opcode(s) that are not currently in use. Thus, we utilized one of the unused opcodes to introduce the IoT sensor functionality. In detail, we use the 0x0c undefined opcode to represent the action of sensing or actuating on the device. Details, such as which sensor to use and additional parameters are given as options to the opcode. This allows us to include arbitrary types of sensor data, and the TinyEVM hides the implementation details from the user.

4.4.3 On-Chain Smart Contract

For our purposes, we assume that the entity providing a service (e.g., the parking service) has published the parking conditions as a smart contract template on the blockchain. The template includes all rules that the two parties need to create and use an off-chain payment channel. Upon accepting the conditions, the user (e.g., the owner of the car) locks the desired amount to be used for the services. Alternatively, if both parties have to negotiate some details, an additional negotiation phase is possible to construct the template [86].

The template is a factory-smart-contract [87], which can create and deploy child contracts dynamically, see Listing 4.1. The child contracts in our scenario are the payment channels, see Listing 4.2.

4.4.4 Off-Chain Smart Contract

The second phase in Figure 4.2 starts when both entities come within range of their low-power wireless technologies, e.g., a smart-car and smart-parking lot come within range. The nodes exchange their sensor data and transactions via a short-range protocol like TSCH [74] or BLE [88]. Please note that the design of TinyEVM is agnostic to the specific technology used. Both entities execute the bytecode of the template to generate an off-chain payment channel. The payment channel includes an ID and the sequence number, which uniquely identifies each transaction on the channel. The sequence number acts as a
contract Template {
    address[] PaymentChannels;
    uint Balance;
    address payable public Receiver;
    uint Logical-Clock = 0;
    MerkleSumTree Side-Chain-Root;

    function CreatePaymentChannel (uint64 Money) public {
        newPaymentChannel = new PaymentChannel( receiver, Money);
        PaymentChannels.push(newPaymentChannel);
        Logical-Clock += 1;
    }

    function OnChainCommit(...) // user specific
    function Challenge(...) // user specific
}

Listing 4.1 : Factory Template in Solidity

contract PaymentChannel {
    address payable public Sender;
    address payable public Receiver;
    uint public sensor_data;

    constructor(address payable _recipient) public payable {
        sender = msg.sender;
        recipient = _recipient;
        assembly{
            0x0c // IoT sensor opcode
            sstore(0x0c) // Store sensor data
        }
    }

    function close(uint amount, bytes memory signature) public payable {
        require(msg.sender == recipient);
        require(isValidSignature(amount, signature));
        recipient.transfer(amount);
        selfdestruct(sender);
    }
}

Listing 4.2 : Payment Channel in Solidity
logical clock, which is different from the real-time bound of the original concept of payment channels. By using sequence numbers, we can determine the causal order of the payments. With the casual order, the channels can capture the order in which the payments happens, but not the actual time that they occur. The use of logical clocks loosens the requirements for communication and synchronization.

Each device maintains a sequence number that uniquely identifies each of its transactions by simply incrementing a counter for each new transaction. The sequence number is later used for verification and ensures that no device skips reporting any transactions. With the off-chain payment channel, the two nodes can perform several off-chain payments by exchanging signed transactions (using their low-power wireless radios). The signed off-chain payments are stand-alone artifacts that can claim money from the main-chain. The signed payment includes information on the payment channel ID and its unique counter, which makes it trivial to verify the logical order. A node can report either the payment or the final state of the channel, which aggregates all other previous payments. Each execution of the payment channel extends the local (side-chain) log of the node, which links each state with the previous. The local (side-chain) log uses the root published on the main-chain smart contract, which allows verification of the logical order of the executions and ensures that no transactions are omitted. The nodes use the off-chain payment channel repetitively to perform several payments until they close it. The total amount of payments is limited by the funds locked in the main-chain.

4.4.5 On-Chain Commit & Challenge Period

At any time, a node can submit a signed final state of a closed off-chain payment channel. The sequence number of the channel allows the nodes to retrieve the money asynchronously. The node can submit a state that happened after the latest submit without providing the details of the actual time that it happened. Every time the on-chain contract receives a request, it verifies the signed states and updates its sequence number to the highest that received.

The on-chain smart contract uses a Merkle-Sum-Tree [12], which has the sum of the payments and the hash value. The sum value is used as a validation condition along with the hash value. This condition makes it possible for auditing the sum of the payments. Each payment adds to the overall sum, and if it exceeds the allowed range, the payment is invalid, and the other node can claim the insurance money. In our system, we further extend the validation condition with the sequence numbers. Reporting a state with a higher sequence number accumulates the changes of the previous states.

Finally, the sensor node can activate the exit function by submitting a signed final state. This action restricts further submission and starts the challenge period. The other node can submit a transaction with a higher sequence number value to claim the insurance money. As each transaction is signed, it is not disputable.
4.5 Security Analysis

Similar to other off-chain systems [12, 46], TinyEVM does not entirely prevent double-spending fraud but instead makes it unprofitable. We design our system based on three security properties. 1) We can detect any fraud using the sequence numbers and the signatures of the participants. 2) We introduce proper punishment and incentives for the participants to report any misbehavior. 3) We have a time-limit in which a party can claim the money deposited in the on-chain contract.

Detection: Each time a node performs a transaction or closes a channel, it increases the sequence number, and it eventually will report the local state to the blockchain. The on-chain smart contract always stores the most recent state, i.e., the one with the highest sequence number. As a result, the sequence number prevents a node from misbehaving by reporting old states. Reporting a signed transaction or state with a higher sequence number denotes a valid next state.

A node could exchange a transaction with another node, and it may skip to report or even try to delete the transaction. If the other node behaves correctly, it will upload all the transactions, and the on-chain smart contract detects the misbehaving node. Thus, a transaction will only go unnoticed if both involved parties are misbehaving. We argue that it is very uncommon for two parties to conspire in this way, as they commonly do not share the same goal.

Non-repudiation: One party could claim the money from the blockchain at any time by providing a signed state. On the other hand, the other party can close the channel to refund any unspent money at any time. The system is based on incentives that penalize misbehavior. The first party has the incentive not to overspend the locked funds; otherwise, the insurance money will be lost. The second party has the incentive to report the last payment before the template expires.

Time-limit: The template has an exit function that allows the sensor owner to start the process to renounce any unspent money. This time-limit is in order of days similar to the popular framework (e.g., Plasma, which has a seven-day bound) [12].

4.6 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present the evaluation of TinyEVM on low-power IoT devices. The evaluation responds to the following questions. (a) Is TinyEVM technically feasible on low-power IoT devices? (b) What is the performance of executing a smart contract on a low-power device? (c) What is the overhead in terms of computation, memory, and energy consumption of the off-chain functionality, including both wireless communication and local processing.

Outline. First, we list the implementation details and target platforms. Second, we present the evaluation of the customized Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) on low-power devices. This part of the evaluation represents a macro-benchmark of the system regarding the ability to deploy smart contracts on low-power devices. Third, we present the evaluation of the off-chain functionality in terms of run-time performance, energy, and memory requirements for both communication and local computation. The off-chain evaluation represents
a micro-benchmark of the system, and it provides details on executing the off-chain payment-channel application.

4.6.1 Experimental Setup

**Implementation.** We implement the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) in C as a module for the Contiki-NG OS. For wireless communication, we use the TSCH protocol stack provided by Contiki-NG. We support smart contract deployment up to 8 KB of bytecode. We implement EVM as a 256-bit word size machine with 3 KB of stack, 8 KB of random access memory, and 1 KB for off-chain storage. A comparison between the original specifications and TinyEVM is presented in Table 4.1.

**Hardware Setup.** Building on cryptographic primitives, our implementation targets sensor nodes with cryptographic hardware support. We use Openmote B that is based on the TI-CC2538 SoC [47]. The SoC runs a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 CPU at 32 MHz, 32 KB of RAM, and 512 KB of ROM. Moreover, the SoC features a cryptographic engine at 250 MHz and an 802.15.4 radio transceiver. Please note that TinyEVM is not bound to this particular platform, and it can be deployed on any platform supported by Contiki-NG, as long as it has a cryptographic co-processor, sufficient resources, and a 802.15.4 radio interface.

4.6.2 Ethereum Virtual Machine on IoT Devices

We evaluate the resource efficiency of TinyEVM and its ability to deploy off-the-shelf smart contracts. For this, we collect roughly 7,000 publicly available smart contracts to test our platform. The smart contracts are verified by Etherscan.io, a widely used blockchain explorer.

4.6.2.1 Memory Requirements

The deployment of a smart contract starts with the initialization of the smart contract using its constructor function. This function initializes all the variables, and it will take the initial steps to make the smart contract executable. Finally, it will return the actual bytecode that will be installed on the device.

In Figure 4.3a, we see the distribution of the smart contract size and the memory usage in TinyEVM after the deployment. We observe that the average size of a smart contract is 4 KB (see also Table 4.2). The maximum size is 25 KB and the minimum size is 28 Bytes. The sizes of the smart contracts are within the capacity of the device that facilitates 32 KB of RAM. The deployment limit is set to 8 KB (red-dotted line); If we want to deploy larger smart contracts, we need to allocate less memory for the system configuration (see Table 4.3, e.g., stack size). Such allocation will lead to execution failures, e.g., stack overflows, and we argue that 8 KB represents a favourable memory allocation point.

In our experiment, we successfully deploy 93% (5,953) of the public smart contracts on the low-power device without any modification. All other contracts fail due to resource limitations. In Figure 4.3b, we observe the memory usage needed to deploy the smart contracts. We notice the positive correlation between memory use and the size of the smart contract. However, the final
(a) The distribution of the memory requirements for 7,000 smart contracts. We are able to deploy 93% (5,953) of the smart contracts on the low-power device. The memory capacity is set to 8 KB. For the remaining 7% we would need more memory on the device.

(b) Device memory usage in relation to the smart contract size. There is a positive correlation between the smart contract size and the device memory requirements. The memory required for the deployment is never longer than the size of the contract.

(c) The use of the stack memory of the successful deployed smart contracts. The figure shows the maximum value reached by the stack pointer.

Figure 4.3: The graphs presenting the memory usage of the smart contract deployment. This includes the density distribution regarding the memory and stack usage of the virtual machine.

deployment never requires more memory than the actual size of the smart contract. This behavior allows the device to deploy some outliers with bytecode size higher than 8 KB, but with a final deployment requirement of less than 8 KB.
We continue our analysis with the virtual machine’s stack usage during the experiments. In Figure 4.3c, we present the distribution of the maximum Stack Pointer (SP) during execution. We can observe the majority of the smart contracts use a maximum of ten elements. In Table 4.2, we observe that the maximum SP is 41 elements, with an average of 8 elements. As a reminder, the Ethereum specifies a maximum SP of 1024 elements. From our experiment, we see a tendency of developers to write small, concise smart contracts, which rarely need more stack during execution. However, the execution of deployed smart-contract functions can vary depending on the parameters. The evaluation of these functions is hard to define in practice as their parameters are not known before the actual execution. However, our evaluation gives some insights regarding the design choices for the virtual machine. Overall, we conclude that in terms of random access memory, stack memory, and storage memory of TinyEVM, we support the majority of the 7,000 publicly available smart contracts.

4.6.2.2 Deployment Execution Time

In Figure 4.4, we present the deployment time (in ms) compared to the size of the bytecode. As a first observation, there is no correlation between the size of the bytecode and the deployment time. However, we only perform the deployment of the smart contract in our evaluation with the default parameters. We see in Table 4.2 that the average execution time is 215 ms, with a standard deviation of 277. It is worth to notice that we observe some outliers that need more time to deploy the smart contract, which highly depends on the nature of the opcodes they use. The maximum time we observe is 9.2 seconds, showing that smart contracts can be deployed within seconds, even on resource-constrained IoT devices.
4.6.3 Off-chain Payment Channels

Next, we give insights into the memory, CPU performance, and energy consumption of the execution of off-chain payment channels on low-power devices. We run our experiments over 200 times, and we report the standard deviation when it is not negligible (as $\sigma$). For the energy consumption of Contiki-NG, we rely on the internal Energest module [89] that has a 30-microsecond resolution timer.

4.6.3.1 Memory Requirements.

We present the memory foot-print of the payment channel in Table 4.3 and divide it into three main parts: (a) The Contiki-NG is the operating system including the necessary network stack and libraries, (b) the smart contract template to generate payment channels, and (c) the TinyEVM is our customized Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).

Contiki-NG itself consumes 33% of the available RAM. This module is necessary for the general functionality of the device and also provides the wireless protocol stack. The EVM has a significant impact and consumes 42% of the RAM. The smart contract template, which we implemented for this evaluation scenario, is deployed as bytecode and consumes only 5% of the RAM. Finally, the whole program consumes only 11% of the ROM. The deployed smart contract fully supports our smart parking application scenario, and the results underline that we have resources for significantly more complex application scenarios.

4.6.3.2 Cryptographic modules

Next, we evaluate the performance of the cryptographic functions. The keccak256 hash function is based on software implementation, as the cryptographic hardware of our platform does not support it. All the other cryptographic operations are performed by the cryptographic hardware running at 250 MHz. In Table 4.5, we present the performance of each separate task. The average time to complete all cryptographic functions of a complete transaction round is 356 ms. The most time-consuming operation is the ECDSA signature, which takes 350 ms. We argue that this overhead, while significant, is feasible for a large number of applications. For example, in the car parking application scenario, it means a user will need less than a second to sign and exchange a valid transaction.

4.6.3.3 Energy consumption

We present the energy consumption of off-chain transactions on resource-constrained IoT devices. Focusing on the energy consumption of the off-chain payment channel, we report our results after the TSCH node discovery. Node discovery happens quickly [74], and the energy consumption is insignificant. Moreover, this discovery is specific to the TSCH protocol and would have a different footprint on other communication technologies such as BLE. In Figure 4.5, we depict the flow of the electric current (in mA) for a full-round of the off-chain process. The process involves three discrete pieces: wireless communication, the virtual machine execution, and the cryptographic engine.
Table 4.2: An overview of memory and deployment time of the 5,953 successfully deployed smart contracts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Contract Size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Stack Pointer (Bytes)</th>
<th>Stack (Bytes)</th>
<th>Memory (Bytes)</th>
<th>Deployment Time (ms)</th>
<th>Std</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>277</td>
<td>2,087</td>
<td>2,077</td>
<td>2,077</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,077</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2,077</td>
<td>2,077</td>
<td>2,077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>ROM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bytes</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contiki-NG OS</td>
<td>10,394</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TinyEVM</td>
<td>13,286</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Contract Template</td>
<td>2,035</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total footprint</td>
<td>25,715</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available memory</td>
<td>6,285</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Memory Footprint of TinyEVM (max sizes) on CC2538, which facilitates 32KB of RAM and 512 KB of ROM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Time [ms]</th>
<th>Current [mA]</th>
<th>Energy [mJ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cryptographic Engine</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU @ 32 MHz</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU @ LPM2</td>
<td>982</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,566</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Derived energy consumption of running the contract signing protocol on the CC2538 SoC given a supply voltage of 2.1 V. Note we configure Contiki-NG to use the low-power mode 2 (LPM2) [47], when not active.

As a first step, in the parking scenario, the nodes exchange their data. Our evaluation includes reading sensor data, in this case from the temperature sensor, to evaluate the overhead of IoT sensor and actuator operations. The smart car starts by sending its sensor data at 0.25 s, followed by the receiving of parking sensor data visible in Figure 4.5. Second, the car at 0.45 s executes the smart contract to create the off-chain payment channel. This execution takes on average 0.20 s with a $\sigma$ of 0.1.

Third, the car signs a payment for the parking sensor, where the signature takes 0.35 s on average. In practice, such payment would be conducted at an application-specific rate, commonly in the order of minutes. For brevity, we include only one payment here. At the end of the parking, the car executes the off-chain payment channel to register the payment on the side-chain. This process takes on average 0.08 s with a $\sigma$ of 0.01. Finally, the car exchanges signatures with the parking sensor.

In Table 4.4, we report the total energy consumption (in mJ) of the off-chain process. We notice that the major energy consumption (65%) comes from the cryptographic engine with 19.1 mJ. The wireless communication using the TSCM protocol contributes to 3.7 mJ (13%). Finally, the execution of the virtual machine contributes to a CPU consumption of 4.1 mJ (14%). In total, the off-chain process consumes 29.6 mJ. We observe that the cryptographic engine is the main energy consumer, while both the virtual machine and wireless communication consume considerably less.

By default, the OpenMote platform is powered by two standard AA alkaline
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Figure 4.5: The electric current (in mA) drawn by a complete round of the off-chain payments channel. There are three discrete pieces involved: the wireless communication, the virtual machine execution, and the cryptographic engine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation type</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECDSA - Signature</td>
<td>HW</td>
<td>350 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA256 - Hash function</td>
<td>HW</td>
<td>1 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keccak256 - Hash function</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total time</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>356 ms</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Performance of cryptographic operations. Keccak256 is implemented on software, the other operations are using the CC2538 cryptographic engine running at 250 MHz.

battery of 2500 mAh. Thus, we can expect 10,000 Joules of energy from the cells, which allows us to perform roughly 333,000 payments. If we assume one payment on average every 10 minutes, this would lead to a battery life-time of more than six years. While this is merely an estimate and other factors such as energy consumption during deep sleep and battery leakage need to be considered, we argue that this order of magnitude of payments is practical for a wide range of application scenarios, including our parking example.

4.7 Related Work

We list the related work in five parts: (1) blockchains and IoT, (2) scaling of blockchains using off-chain protocols including payment channels and networks, (3) payment hubs, (4) side-chains and oracles, and (5) virtual machines in the context of IoT and wireless sensor networks.
Blockchain and IoT. Previous proposals highlight the benefits of using a blockchain for IoT applications. IoTLogBlock [82] demonstrates the feasibility of creating and validating transactions using low-power devices for cloud-based blockchains like Hyperledger. However, IoTLogBlock is not applicable to public blockchains such as Ethereum and Bitcoin. AGasP [81] analyses the benefits of using smart contracts for IoT applications. This architecture assumes powerful nodes able to interact and synchronize with the main blockchain. TinyEVM proposes the off-chain execution of smart contracts and involves sensor data as part of the execution.

Payment Channels & Networks. Researchers have proposed several improvements and extensions to Payment Channels (PC). A major extension to PC is the payment networks, where users can reuse existing PCs to form a routing network. On the commercial side, the Lighting Network [90] was one of the first implementations of such networks for Bitcoin. The equivalent network for Ethereum is Raiden [91].

There are three main challenges to make PCs usable in practice. One challenge is to open a PC in both directions. Duplex micropayments [92] are an extension to allow the user to have this type of PC. Second, a user cannot reallocate the locked money in the channel. Revive [13] allows a user to rebalance the payment channels and to reallocate money to a channel without the cost of closing and reopening it. Third, there are privacy concerns regarding the ability of track payments. Bold [14] tackles privacy issues and ensures that multiple payments are unlinkable with the assumption that the participants use anonymized capital. Other proposals solve the privacy issues with different trade-offs, for example SilentWhispers [44], and SpeedyMurmurs [93]. However, the above approaches assume active communication and synchronization among nodes, which is not a valid assumption in the context of IoT, especially resource-constrained IoT.

Payment Hubs. The idea of a payment hub is to use the nodes that have multiple open channels (hub) to circulate the payments. The other nodes need to connect to a hub node. There are three challenges for the payment hubs.

First, there are concerns about the anonymity of the payments. Tumblebit [84] makes the payments unlinkable by using an untrusted intermediary. Second, there is the involvement of the intermediary for each payment. This intermediary leads to performance issues. Perun [94] proposes the virtual payment hub to avoid this problem. Third, payment hubs can lead to collateral fragmentation. NOCUST [95] proposes the separation of the functionality of the payment hub to two components. First, an off-chain operator server handles every transfer. Second, an on-chain smart contract verifies the payments. Finally, Ye et al. [15] propose a system (Boros) to shorten the payment path for the hub network. In the context of IoT, a payment hub allows us to scale the payment system, but several trade-offs need to be evaluated. This is one focus of our future research.

Side-Chains. This proposal [46] includes an on-chain smart contract acting as a bridge between several lighter and faster side-chains. The nodes can exchange the off-chain tokens that have a correspondence in the main blockchain.

The Plasma [12] framework is the proposal of the Ethereum team to scale the blockchain network. However, the current side-chains do not take into
consideration the challenges of low-power IoT devices. Our system is built on top of these ideas, and we further extend the functionality of off-chain smart contracts to have access to sensors and actuators of the IoT device.

**Oracles.** An oracle provides a solution to the design inability of Ethereum to include data from the physical world (e.g., sensor data). TownCrier [11] provides a bridge between HTTPS-enabled data websites and the Ethereum blockchain. Moudoud et al. [18] show a test case of an IoT supply chain scenario using a network of oracles and smart contracts. Our system differs from these proposals since TinyEVM proposes a novel approach where the smart contract can have access directly to the sensors and actuators of the IoT device.

**Virtual Machine for IoT.** Several virtual-machines [96–98] have been proposed for IoT devices before to provide support for high-level languages such as Java. However, most of them define word-size from 8-bit to 32-bit indexes, which are natively supported. In TinyEVM, we design a 256-bit machine tailored for off-chain smart contracts, which brings new challenges. A limitation of the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) is its limited support for concurrency, which TinyEVM inherits. One suggested solution for concurrent execution is to use speculatively parallel executions of smart contracts [99], however, these solutions are not designed for resource-constrained devices.

### 4.8 Conclusion

In this paper, we present TinyEVM, a novel system to perform off-chain payments using low-power IoT devices. TinyEVM allows deploying smart contracts from powerful nodes on a resource-constrained device. We also extend the functionality of the smart contracts to have access to sensor reading and actuation of the device as part of the high-level code, allowing the integration of could-services with IoT-nodes.

TinyEVM achieves a sweet spot between the scalability requirements of the blockchain and the off-chain computation. The design of TinyEVM focuses on the energy and memory requirements of low-power devices. Our evaluation shows the technical feasibility of executing off-chain smart contracts on IoT devices. We deploy 5,953 smart contracts with an average of 4 KB size with the average deployment time of 215 ms. Finally, we evaluate the execution of off-chain smart contracts in terms of run-time performance, energy, and memory requirements on IoT devices. Notably, we find that low-power devices can deploy a smart contract in 215 ms on average. The IoT node can complete an off-chain payment in 584 ms on average.

As future work, we will investigate the feasibility of payment networks and payment routing algorithms on low-power IoT devices. Also, we will improve some of the privacy concerns of off-chain payments.
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